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Progressive Era (Part I)
This chapter, in a freely available e-textbook for college US history survey
courses, examines the Progressive Era.

Dakota Territory was booming in 1881 when John Henry and Emma Smith
DeVoe moved from their home in Washington, Illinois, in large measure
due to the extension of the railroad. The railroad brought settlers, many of
whom were Civil War veterans, widows, or orphans, to the region to make
their fortunes in gold, while others came on the promise of free, fertile land
in central Dakota. The DeVoes came because John Henry had accepted a
position with the railroad.

The young couple settled in the newly established town of Huron.
Gambling dens and saloons thrived in the town, and men frequently
discharged their weapons in the city limits and engaged in drunken scuffles.
Women filed complaints against men who had seduced them with promises
of marriage, but then—after illicit love affairs—refused to marry them.
Houses of prostitution openly operated on the main thoroughfares, which
were nothing but wide dirt paths dotted with animal waste and human
refuse.

Given their interest in prohibition as well as their affiliation with the
Baptists, ties between the Dakota Baptist Convention and the Woman’s
Christian Temperance Union (WCTU) were solid, and so over the next few
years, the DeVoes served as Christian soldiers working to create a city
dedicated to the social mores they subscribed to: prohibition and the
elimination of gambling halls, saloons, and brothels in town. Troubled by
the lack of morals in their new community, Emma and John Henry helped to
establish many of Huron’s voluntary groups, including Huron’s literary
association. Volunteerism was all the rage out West in the decades
following the Civil War.

Likeminded reformers joined the organization such as Edwin G. Wheeler,
the owner of a drug store and deacon of the First Baptist Church. They and
other Huronites established the association for the purpose of keeping
“young people away from the haunts whose influence destroys mind, body,
and soul,” in other words working class forms of leisure—bars, billiard
rooms, and gambling dens. The Dakota Huronite, whose editors supported



prohibition, praised the organizations for their efforts saying, “It will at
least remove the excuse of those who spend their time in places of ill repute,
that there is no place else to go.”

These Gilded Age moral reform efforts, although more aligned in
philosophy with American reform movements of the early nineteenth
century, opened the door and paved the way for Emma to become involved
with other, broader political campaigns in Dakota Territory and eventually
as a major organizer for the National American Woman’s Suffrage
Association and a central figure in western states passing legislation that
allowed women the right to vote. The story of the DeVoes demonstrates a
turning point in U.S history when Americans’ focus on moral reform takes
a new approach and a new focus that we call today Progressivism.

No time period in American history is possibly as misunderstood,
convoluted, and nebulous, yet important to clearly understand to better
appreciate the economic, political, and social liberties of American society
in the late-twentieth and early twenty-first centuries, as the Progressive Era.
Neither a national movement, nor a singular ideology, or a coherent time
frame, the Progressive Era usually falls under the umbrellic Gilded Age at
its earliest roots by the rise of agrarian reform measures in the 1870s and, at
its demise, the end of the Woodrow Wilson administration shortly after “the
war to make the world safe for democracy.” Yet the Progressive seeds will
bloom in the 1940s and again in the 1960s under the presidencies of
Franklin Delano Roosevelt and Lyndon Baines Johnson.

As with other “modern” periods, ages, or times, the Progressive Era traces
its roots back to the rough and tumble alleys of thoroughfares of Boston,
Philadelphia, and New York where, before the Civil War, burgeoning
American factories and ever-increasing immigration created an entrenched
working class and a major gang problem (especially in New York). In the
first half of the nineteenth century, morally-charged, upper class women
silently protested in front of saloons or created urban political parties with
the hopes of codifying what they considered anti-social behaviors (not
unlike the efforts of the DeVoes in the 1880s). They demanded changes to
public and private morality that tended to smack more of social control and
less of progressive assistance to the newly arrived immigrants. Nonetheless,



what makes the Progressive Era different from previous periods of U.S.
history where moral reformers demanded changes to public behavior, was
the inherent belief in the use of evangelism, education, and native-born
American political, economic, and social ideals to both identify problems as
well as to divine solutions. In a word, while earlier reformers used the rod
of morality to control behavior, Progressive reformers used academia and
their belief in the inherent superiority of American strategies as the fulcrum
from which all meaningful change will turn.

Progressive reformers also tended to see the United States on an
evolutionary path. Charles Darwin’s ideas on biological change over time
began to be applied to society. Known as Social Darwinism, learned
Americans tried to figure out why some people failed in life while others
succeeded. Why were some poor while others rich? Why were some sickly
while others healthy? What caused sin, vice, and malfeasance? The answer
was evolution: some groups of people were more evolved than others. The
highest stage of evolution on a nation scale was the United States:
American religious ideas, American economic theory, American political
theory, and American culture were all evolved beyond those of European,
African, Asian, and Latin American politics, cultures, religions, and
societies.

In the late nineteenth century, some Americans will conclude that
Americans had a special, God-given mission to spread American social,
political, economic, and religious ideas to those who were not as advanced,
even in the face of physical hardship. This became known as the “White
Man’s Burden,” from a poem written by an English proponent of the duty
of civilized peoples to help those who are less civilized.

An example of American display in this belief that nations evolve was
evidenced in a major theme of the 1904 World’s Fair in St. Louis:
classification. William McGee, one of the directors of the fair, created an
exhibit that was a literal walk through national evolution. Beginning with
the most uncivilized society, as McGee defined “civilization,” and ending at
the most advanced of societies (spoiler alert – the U.S.), McGee strove "to
represent human progress from the dark prime to the highest enlightenment,
from savagery to civic organization, from egoism to altruism.”



The tour began with a walk through the Igorot Village. The Igorots were
scantly clad peoples living in the Philippines who were head hunters and ate
dogs. Fair directors supplied dogs to the people, although there were rumors
that the Igorot snuck off the fair grounds and procured dogs from the near-
by neighborhoods. Then came European civilization but the most highly
advanced, evolved, and perfected society was the United States, which was
the last stop of the exhibit. The exhibit also included a few freshly painted,
steel battleships that were moored in an artificial lake created specifically to
demonstrate the new American naval power initially proposed by Teddy
Roosevelt when he worked in the Department of the Navy. The Igorot,
American Indians, Africans, and other peoples were hired to live, work, and
be on display throughout the fair’s run. This exhibit was a physical example
of the “truth” that societies evolve—maybe not progressive as we use the
word today but certainly progressive for the late-nineteenth and early-
twentieth century Americans.

What did it mean to be a “Progressive”?

The Progressives shared some common traits. First, they tended to have
Evangelical backgrounds or experiences. Following the Civil War there
developed a swell among Protestants that they were the true leaders of this
country (politically, socially, and economically) and thus only they could
speak in the best interests of this country, as they professed those best
interests to be. This idea led to action, specifically young men (and
sometimes women) being sent out around the country and around the world
to spread American ideas on politics, society, and the economy through
what they believed to be the driving force behind the success of the United
States, which of course was Protestantism. Unlike pre-Civil War forms of
evangelism that focused on traditional religious preaching (Mark 16:15 “Go
ye into all into the world, and preach the gospel to every creature”),
Progressive Era evangelism included political, social, and economic
evangelism.

Many Progressive reforms had backgrounds in religious evangelicalism.
Today, many American religious groups send out their own to profess their
particular versions of “Truth” with the hopes of converting others to their
belief system. Mormons might spend two years evangelizing, so too do



Jehovah Witnesses knock of their neighbors’ doors. Some evangelize
through the media, such as Rick Warren and his wildly popular book The
Purpose Driven Life. Possibly this nation’s most-known evangelical
preacher is Billy Graham.

Domestic and foreign missionaries published magazines, such as The
Heathen Women’s Friend; they established offices throughout the American
West, Asia, the Ottoman Empire, and Latin America. And, even claimed the
United States on behalf of God such as William Booth (founder of the
Salvation Army) when in the early spring of 1880 Booth established a
missionary outpost in New York where his followers began preaching to the
homeless of the largest city in this country. Evangeline Booth, a daughter of
the founder, became an American citizen and led the Salvation Army in the
United States for three decades (1904-1934). The Salvation Army had the
twin tenets of religious salvation through Jesus Christ with a combination of
Methodism and a whiff of millennialism and social salvation in which the
group tried to rid the world of poverty. It is the second of these goals that
this English organization will affect American Progressive reformers and
ideas, such as Jane Addams and the Settlement House Movement (see
below).

Interestingly enough, the rise of evangelism paralleled the dramatic increase
in the number of Roman Catholics in this country. In the last three decades
of the nineteenth century, Roman Catholics doubled in numbers causing
more than mere concern among the native-born Protestants. Some of this
nation’s most popular evangelicals included Dwight Moody who preached
an exceptionally pessimistic view of human history and Washington
Gladden who, out of step with most Americans in the late nineteenth
century, called for the federal government to take an increasingly active role
in protecting unions and the working class.

A second trait common among those who hoisted the Progressive banner
was a grounding in social sciences. Before the Civil War, academic pursuits
were exceptionally limited in both the numbers of Americans who could
afford to attend colleges as well as the curriculum offered at those
institutions. Many universities offered students what they considered to be a
well-rounded education grounded in the classics such as Latin, Ancient



history, and Renaissance art. After the Civil War, more universities began
allowing women to attend and so too did their curricula change to include
classes in “new” disciplines such as anthropology, political science,
sociology, psychology. The need for people with educational backgrounds
in engineering became evident as this nation’s railroad system spread
further west and connected more communities than ever before. As more
family-owned, mom-and-pop shops or general stores became gobbled up by
national corporations such as the National Biscuit Company (Nabisco),
International Business Machines (IBM), or Standard Oil, industrial leaders
such as John Rockefeller, Cornelius Vanderbilt, and Andrew Carnegie
increasingly demanded employees who had educational backgrounds in
business, as opposed to Medieval art, for example.

With the sheer lack of anything resembling a business program, Rockefeller
used his own money to create an institution tasked with training business
leaders. His school, the University of Chicago, also created a new, advanced
program for the study of business called the Masters in Business
Administration, or MBA. Before the Civil War, the only school that offered
degrees in engineering was the U.S. Military Academy at West Point.

These new fields of study had one thing in common: they all examined
human behavior (sociology) or overcoming obstacles (such as in
engineering). The study of human behavior usually focuses on the negative
or abhorrent thus once you study the rules to how societies are ordered, you
begin to identify problems and then you get to apply your knowledge
gained in university study on how to solve those problems. The spread of
both engineering schools, as well as institutions that offered programs in
business, resulted in the idea that the world (or at least the United States)
could be categorized, evaluated, assessed, and proper measures applied to
fix problems or to surmount obstacles.

In other words, the development of social sciences and engineering
programs and their application to society was strikingly similar to the
Enlightenment, which hit the British colonies in North America during the
first half of the eighteenth century just before the American War for
Independence. And not unlike the Enlightenment that produced physical
spaces to showcase “modern” ideas and inventions (such as universities,



libraries, and even fairs), Progressive era accomplishments too were
celebrated in public spaces.

Colossal, year-long extravaganzas to publicize and draw attention to
accomplishments, shine light on new ideas, and demonstrate American
technological advances was evidenced in the world fairs that were iconic
glimpses of everything new, bright, right, and wrong in the Progressive era.
At the Chicago fair in 1893, which drew an estimated crowd of over 27
million people, visitors marveled at the scientific and technological
advances to include a massive lighted tower supplied to the fair by a
fledging company calling itself General Electric (GE).

Visitors experienced many products for the first time that we take for
granted today such as movies (courtesy of Thomas Edison), pancake-in-a-
box kit (the retro house-slave-inspired look of “Aunt Jemima”), the
automatic dishwasher (invented by Josephine Cochrane), and two flavors of
a new kind of candy (Juicy Fruit and Spearmint) called gum unveiled by a
Chicago candy maker, William Wrigley, Jr. Visitors also tasted for the first
time shredded wheat and diet soda. They rode the first ferris wheel
(invented by a fellow aptly named Ferris). They marveled at the vertical file
(a business necessity), and they conserved their calories by riding on
moveable sidewalks, as opposed to having to use the old fashioned form of
locomotion—walking. American progress was showcased indeed!

Once the principles of science and technology were understood, then those
principles could be applied to solve society’s problems. In the case of GE,
the problem was human beings tended to have difficulties seeing in the
dark, and candle, oil, or gas lights were not terribly efficient nor overtly
powerful, hence the development of electric light (thanks in large measure
to the work of Thomas Edison). Many of the inventions and products
demonstrated at the Chicago fair suggested that the American pace of life
was speeding up (you no longer had time to mix flour, salt, sugar, and
baking powder hence the invention of Aunt Jemima) and that American
pockets were getting deeper (buying “store bought” food products were not
as cost effective as making the food yourself).

Nevertheless, although newly minted college graduates characterize the
Progressive era, a college education was something that most Americans



could not afford to pursue and was not necessary to obtain meaningful
work. By 1900, only about 4 percent of Americans of traditional college
ages were attending college. Those who could afford the cost and were
accepted (most universities refused to matriculate women) tended to put
their college educations to work for their communities through progressive
reform such as Jane Addams and other social Progressives.

These Progressives were true-blue believers in the American society,
politics, religion, and especially American capitalism. They were not
Marxists, Communists, or anarchists. They were people who had an
opportunity to gain formal education beyond the scope of what would pass
today for a high school education, and that education tended to emphasize
new intellectual fields. Those new intellectual fields tended to focus on
society’s problems and how to fix those problems.

For example, after decades of dawn to dusk work on his Wisconsin farm,
Hamlin Garland decided that college was the way through which he would
elevate his life. He became a famous novelist using his own background as
the basis for his publications, thus shedding light on the backbreaking,
hand-to-mouth life style of American farmers, who Thomas Jefferson called
“God’s chosen people.” A free-born black woman, Lucie Stanton Day,
wanted to enlighten the plight of her people while also working to help
them get off the farms so she obtained a college degree and moved to
Mississippi where she spent the rest of her life teaching freed slaves. A
young Sioux named Ohiyesa earned a medical degree from Boston
University, changed his name to Dr. Charles Eastman, and married a white
reformer named Elaine Goodale. The couple moved to Pine Ridge where
they worked for the Sioux and fought for Indian rights.

What these Progressives had in common was the belief in the elevating
power of education as well as their interest to give back to their
communities. Most of the Progressive era reformers were not as involved
with education as these examples might suggest, nonetheless the
Progressive Era is characterized as identifying problems, using certain tools
to address those problems, and applying corrective actions to put an end to
those problems.



There were two basic, and sometimes opposing, views on how Progressive
reform should take place: reform from within or reform from without. In the
former, Progressives tended to believe that problems were local, and thus
solutions (and actors) needed to be local. This grassroots, volunteer
mentality was exceptionally widespread in wake of massive westward
migration following the Civil War. An example of this type of Progressive
reform was the Settlement House movement, led by a young college
graduate, Jane Addams. Other Progressive reformers believed that problems
could be best identified when viewed from above and thus solutions tended
to be thorough when applied by those on high. An example of this top-
down approach was President Theodore Roosevelt. Roosevelt did not
necessarily disagree with the problems that folks such as Addams
identified; he just believed that he, as president, was in the best place and at
the right time to fix those problems. There were various types of
Progressive reform to include reforming the ills of society (such as tackling
issues of poverty, immorality, or disease), addressing human foibles (such
as alcoholism, gambling, or drug addiction), addressing inequalities in
American life (such as women’s right to vote or own property), and altering
American foreign policy (which was addressed in the previous chapter).
This chapter examines domestic Progressive reform.

SOCIAL PROGRESSIVES

Women, more so than men, were typically the leaders of social reform
activities during the Progressive Era. Many Americans considered women
to be inherently more moral than men. Also women were seen as the
domestic leaders of their households. Thus, women would use their God-
given moral superiority as well as their inherent abilities in domesticity to
clean up, reform, and fix their cities. Women used such domestic
phraseology as “municipal housekeeping” to justify their new roles in the
public arena. Women simply applied their inherent abilities of caring for
their families against the backdrop of sin and corruption in cities.

A good example of municipal housekeeping was the work of the National
Housewives Alliance (NHA). The NHA called upon Americans to boycott
all meat until the federal government agreed to inspect and certify the safety
of the American meat industry. “Eat no meat. Buy no meat. Eat fresh



vegetables” read one banner in a 1906 NHA protest in Maryland. As
women were the ones in each home that made and served delicious,
nutritious, and safe food, then women’s involvement in cleaning up the
unsanitary conditions of the meat packing industry (evidenced by the 1906
Upton Sinclair novel entitled The Jungle) seemed to be a natural extension
of their womanly duties. Interestingly enough, Sinclair’s message in his
novel was lost on most Americans who came away from the book believing
that government needed to clean up the meat industry. Instead, Sinclair’s
main point was to shed light on the plight of immigrant laborers who were
frequently abused, taken advantage of, and generally treated unequally in
the meat packing industry.

Overwhelmingly, the mechanism through which women sought reform was
federal, state, and local legislation. Thus, one characteristic of the
Progressive era was a change in American ideals on the relationship
between the government and the governed. Gone were the days of the early
Gilded Age in which the federal government ran rough shot, uncontested,
over Americans by sending out federal troops to put an end to strikes,
consistently looked the other way when corporations gobbled up
competition usually through violence, or allowed medicine based on opiates
to be openly distributed. In other words, the problems of the Gilded Age, in
the eyes of these Progressive reformers, were too unyielding for anyone but
a government to tackle.

An example of success in getting the federal government to tackle these
issues by regulating the industries that had, until the early twentieth century,
been self-regulating was the Pure Food and Drug Act. Initially passed to
assure American consumers about the ingredients advertised in their
favorite medicines, this act led American consumer groups, political
activists, and federal legislators to widen the scope to include outlawing
ingredients and food handling practices that the federal government deemed
as unsafe for human consumption.

Of course this change in the idea of the responsibilities of the federal
government might not have happened through external pressures alone.
Harvey Wiley, a chemist in the Bureau of Agriculture, published reports on
adulterated food and medicine. Nonetheless, Wiley’s work inside the



administration of President Theodore Roosevelt was not acted upon until
women's groups and publications (such as the Ladies Home Journal and
Collier’s) picked up the baton of change by reporting how narcotics are
typically used as the main active ingredient in so-called natural medicinal
products, such as the wildly popular Lydia Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound.

Wiley believed that some chemical preservatives were safe and even
necessary to ensure a healthy food supply. Thus, in 1902 he initiated an
experiment called the “Hygienic Table” in which young male volunteers
would knowingly eat small amounts of preservatives to prove their safety.
Dubbed the “Poison Squad” by the press, these experiments went on for
five years. As a true Progressive, Wiley believed that the producers of
chemically altered food must prove the safety of their products and that all
products must be clearly labeled so that American consumers could make
fully knowledgeable choices. Wiley’s ideas would eventually become law
in the United States.

Ultimately, one of the changes to American society that resulted from the
popular press’s disclosures of unsafe, unsanitary food handling practices,
the struggle within and without the federal government to get the Pure Food
and Drug Act passed, and the push to enhance the scope of the act in the
years leading up to World War I was that Americans began to see
themselves as active consumers. Prior to the Progressive Era, many
Americans upheld the Jeffersonian twin tenets of self-sufficiency and
personal responsibility. You grew your own food, you made your own
clothes and what you could not grow and what you could not make, you
simply did without. Also, Americans viewed government action as a
negative thing, which meant that many Americans opposed the
establishment of professional, public police forces in their cities, as those
police forces were of course armed representatives of “the government.”
There was no federal or state agency to ensure the safety of anything
Americans consumed, put on their bodies, or used in every day life. There
were no tough, smart lawyers waiting to sue the pants of your employer
when you became injured on the job or sue the drug manufacturers when
your child died of consuming medicine laced with opiates. If you succeeded



in life, you had yourself to thank. If you failed in life, you had yourself to
blame.

However, the Progressive Era forced Americans to begin to look differently
at their relationship to government, as well as their expectations from
government. At stake were American ideals on liberty. No longer was it
apparent that success or failure was necessarily in your own hands or of
your own making. The playing field was horribly askew, and thus
Americans, more than ever and in increasingly larger numbers, turned to
their state and federal governments for assurances that their food and
medicines were safe.

Of course, not all American politicians supported this new role for the
federal government. Senator Albert Beveridge (R-IN), a supporter of the
U.S. war in the Philippines on the grounds that the United States must
advance all of America’s blessings to those poor, tired, huddled masses,
feared that unless we helped them in their county, they would simply come
to the United States seeking help. He declared the Pure Food and Drug Act
to be “the most pronounced extension of federal power in every direction
ever enacted.”

Success and failure are relative terms. Nonetheless, one reason why many
of the Progressive ideas failed to achieve lasting results was because of the
simplistic beliefs held by Progressives. For example, if women had the right
to vote then they, as being more moral than men, would clean up politics.
And, if they got rid of alcohol then gambling, divorce, and other social
problems would necessarily disappear, as the Progressives believed that
alcohol consumption was the root cause of so many problems in American
society. In other words, maybe the Progressives tendency of embracing a
single-villain theory was out of step with the complexities of humanity.

Temperance

One of the most iconic Progressive era reforms was the temperance
movement. Like so many other reforms based on Gilded Age/Victorian
morality, temperance roots had been firmly planted in the Washington
Societies of the early nineteenth century. What makes these Progressive
reformers different from earlier progressive reformers was those who



supported a ban on alcohol created and maintained an effective, national
organization. “Temperance is moderation in the things that are good and
total abstinence from the things that are foul,” is what Frances Williard
believed.

Created, in part, by Francis Willard in 1874 who held its presidency from
1879 until her premature death in 1898, the Women Christian’s Temperance
Union (WCTU) urged state and federal politicians to ban the sale of
alcohol. Like many other Progressive reformers, Willard was an educated
person. She was a past president of Northwestern Female College, later
accepting academic administrative positions at Northwestern University.
She also worked for the Chicago Daily Post.

The WCTU spurred the creation of like organizations, such as the Anti-
Saloon League, as well as strong-headed individuals such as the axe-
wielding Carrie Nation. Protestant ministers used their pulpits on Sundays
to preach the evils of alcohol. The antebellum novel, Ten Nights in a
Barroom, by Timothy Shay Arthur became a national hit in the 1880s. The
book examined how alcohol affected a small town family (as well as the
small town). No big surprise here: drunk family members kill each other, a
little girl pleads with her father to stop drinking (which he eventually does,
but only on his daughter’s death bed; she dies after getting hit in the head
by a thrown glass when she entered the saloon to plead with her father to
come home) and in the end the whole town votes to close the saloon and
outlaw liquor forever! The book’s popularity led to a silent film in 1913, a
remake in 1922, and a talkie in 1931. The 1913 version was produced in
part by the WCTU and was an early example of the effects of that new
medium called motion pictures.

By 1916, twenty-one states had gone dry. Three years later, Americans
altered the U.S. Constitution by adding the Eighteenth Amendment, which
prohibited “the manufacture, sale, or transportation of intoxicating liquors
within, the importation thereof into, or the exportation thereof from the
United States and all territory subject to the jurisdiction thereof.” There
were major problems with the amendment, such as: What does
“intoxicating” mean? What does “liquor” mean? Who will be in charge of
enforcing this amendment? And, while the WCTU fought for decades to



make it illegal for Americans to consume alcohol, the Eighteenth
Amendment did not make it illegal to drink—only to make it, sell it, or
transport it.

Shortly after Congress adopted the Eighteenth Amendment, the ambiguity
of the amendment became apparent. Thus, Congress passed the National
Prohibition Act (popularly referred to as the Volstead Act after one of its
supporters, Andrew Volstead). This act defined alcohol, placed jurisdiction
for the enforcement of the Eighteenth Amendment squarely on the
shoulders of the federal government and although it was still not against the
law to consume alcohol, it was illegal to “possess” alcohol.

The fight over prohibition is a microcosm of a shift in American culture.
Alcohol consumption had been viewed as more than merely socially
unacceptable throughout the late nineteenth century, regardless of the fact
that for Americans, alcohol was the safest beverage (unlike water or milk,
no know pathogens can exist in alcohol). Native-born Americans saw
alcohol has a moral evil that was becoming further entrenched in American
life as a result of the American immigrant culture of those “new
immigrants” (Catholics and Jews from eastern, southern, and central
Europe). Likewise, alcohol was the root of all evil propelling American
families on the road to financial and moral ruin.

The Eighteenth Amendment and the Volstead Act failed to end alcoholism,
the break up of families, and the disintegration of American souls. Will
Rogers summed it up nicely when he said, “Why don't they pass a
constitutional amendment prohibiting anybody from learning anything? If it
works as well as prohibition did, in five years Americans would be the
smartest race of people on Earth.”

Prohibition of alcohol is a good example at how the Progressives were not
always progressive: prohibition was an old idea and the Progressives were
unable to surmise the potential effect of their actions: organized crime
figures, bootleggers, and corrupt politicians fought each other for control of
liquor distribution. Unscrupulous amateur brewers and distillers added
methanol, ethanol, and other chemicals designed to quicken the
fermentation process as well as to raise the alcohol level. Of course such
chemicals were toxic and had been used as an alternative fuel sources since



1900. Prohibition wrought the same pain and suffering that the Progressive
reformers were trying to remove by prohibiting the consumption of alcohol.

Labor Legislation

In 1912, Congress created the U.S. Commission on Industrial Relations
(CIR) with grudgingly acceptance from President William Taft. Taft was
unable to get the Democratic-controlled Congress to allow his
appointments, thus the real work of the CIR did not begin in earnest until
the election of President Woodrow Wilson, a Democrat. Tasked with
enquiring “into the general condition of labor in the principal industries of
the United States, including agriculture, and especially in those which are
carried on in corporate forms . . . into the growth of associations of
employers and of wage earners and the effect of such associations upon the
relations between employers and employees,” and chaired by Frank Walsh,
the committee held hearings for over five months. The CIR consisted of
members from labor, agriculture, and industry.

Unable to speak with one voice, the commission ultimately issued three
separate reports, reflecting the three divergent positions of the committee
members. Nonetheless, the reports were certainly neither shocking nor did
they issue anything new or unknown to American labor. For decades
American workers were routinely underpaid, fined for breaking a wide
assortment of rules (such as laughing while at work), and shot by private
armies, state militias, or even federal troops when workers went on strike.
These matters were well known to American workers and were reported in
the numerous papers that resulted from the commission’s work. It would
have taken the twin punch of a massive domestic economic crisis paralleled
by an unprecedented international crisis to push federal decision-makers to
protect American workers against abuse they had been experiencing since
the creation of the first mill in the 1780s.

If any one group benefited from the Progressive era reforms, it possibly
could have been children. Americans during the Gilded Age looked upon
children rather differently than Americans view children today. Throughout
most of U.S. history, children were simply short, young, adults. Children
were an integral part of the household income regardless if the family lived
on a farm or worked in a factory. In fact, in some career fields children were



typically hired over adults, such as in mining, where their smaller, more
nimble hands were beneficial. Children were also paid less than their adult
counterparts and thus many factories tended to hire children as a way of
increasing their profits.

We even look upon children differently today in regards to sex. The age of
consent in many states was 12, and some even as low as 10, during the
Gilded Age. Having consensual sex with a twelve-year-old today is not only
socially repulsive but criminal as well.

Thus, not surprisingly, some reform revolved around the health and welfare
of children. Women such as Florence Kelley (graduated from Cornell
University) worked with state legislatures to enact policies that would
prohibit children from working in dangerous settings, such as in mines. She
helped launch the National Consumer League—an organization dedicated
to socially responsible consumerism and alleviating the plight of
overworked and underpaid factory workers. Yet, her first success was in
regards to child labor in factories.

Due in part to her work with Addams as well as her work with the future
Supreme Court justice Louis Brandeis in persuading the Supreme Court to
support legislation curbing the number of hours women were allowed to
work outside of the home, Kelley fought to both legally define a “child”
and then to prohibit children from working the same hours and under the
same conditions as adults. Towards the end of the nineteenth century, the
Illinois state legislature passed the nation’s first child labor law prohibiting
children (defined as under 14) from working in factories. Illinois’
Progressive governor, John Altgeld, appointed Kelley as the state’s first
female factory inspector, ensuring that all state laws were indeed being
applied in Illinois’ factories.

In the legal system, children and adults tended to be treated as equals.
Children, upon being found guilty of committing crimes, would be
sentenced to serve their penalties in the same institutions that housed adult
criminals. Thus came the juvenile court system in which social workers,
lawyers and judges would be trained in and work with only juveniles.
Children got their own jails. These reforms spread from the local, to the
state, and eventually to the federal government.



During the presidency of Woodrow Wilson, the role of the federal
government expanded to include protecting children as evidenced by the
creation of the Children’s Bureau in 1912 within the Department of Labor.
Reports from the Children’s Bureau, helped push through the Keating-
Owen Act in 1916. This act prohibited the interstate commerce of
commercial goods made by children. The act defined a child as a person no
older than thirteen. Two years later the U.S. Supreme Court struck down
this early attempt to define and protect children thus ending effective
legislation until the administration of Franklin Roosevelt.

Settlement House Movement

So much of the Progressive Era reform was intimately connected to the
massive waves of new immigrants and thus in one way the Progressive Era
may be examined through the lens of fear: Native-born Americans feared
the influx of European immigrants who came to this country without any
history of democratic tradition, without any history of capitalism, with
religious affiliations that caused many Americans to question the loyalty of
these new immigrants, and with entrenched ideas of the acceptance of
alcohol at a time when many Americans began to succeed in passing laws
and changing minds regarding the consumption of alcohol. According to the
census of 1900, 25 percent of the people living in the United States were
foreign-born (in the early twenty-first century, the percentage of foreign-
born is closer to 5 percent). Thus, you might wonder just how much of this
reform was truly “progressive” to help these immigrants and how much of
this reform was about controlling this ever-increasing influx of tired, poor,
huddled masses?

One reform that was clearly connected to the new immigrants was the
Settlement House Movement. One of the latest and greatest paths of study
after the Civil War was that of Social Work. As many Americans viewed
women as naturally more moral than men, as many Americans believed that
women’s God-given roles revolved around care-giving, and because women
successfully entered the public arena in the years following the Civil War
by using domestic housekeeping phraseology, it is not surprising that more
women then men entered the field of Social work. Graduate students in
social work at Smith College located in Northampton, Massachusetts



(established in 1871) identified what they believed to be a problem in their
part of the state: homelessness. In 1886 students rounded up homeless
women, almost all of whom were foreign-born, and housed them in
property bought by the college. They then put their social work training to
the test. This fieldwork was so wildly popular that it spread from college
campus to college campus and shortly was known as the College Settlement
Movement.

By 1910, more than 400 of these settlement homes existed. The largest and
possibly the most well known of these operations was located on Hull
Street in Chicago. Created by a Progressive reformer who worked with
Florence Kelley and others to enact protective legislation for children, Jane
Addams developed her simple idea into a massive structure that provided
training, education, and career opportunities for homeless, single-women
and their children. Known as Hull House, Adams provided for the
immigrant homeless of Chicago to include dressing like an American,
cooking like an American, and introducing them to American past times
such as the relatively new game of basketball. These women’s children also
received assistance in a new kind of educational opportunity called a
kindergarten. “Kindergarten,” or in English “a garden of children,” was,
ironically, imported to the U.S. by German immigrants. Possibly due to
Adams connections with the WCTU, women at Hull House were also
instructed on the evils of alcohol.

Again, the line between assistance and social control was fine and the type
of assistance that poor, immigrant women and their children received at
Hull House certainly smacked of control. Hull House, ostensibly, helped
immigrants in their transition from foreign ways to American ways. The
Progressive reformers introduced these poor, tired, huddled masses to
American democracy, American capitalism, and of course English.

INFLUENCING CHANGE OR

CONTROLLING SOCIETY?

By the early twentieth century, it seemed that these new immigrants were
here to stay. Besides, factory owners seemed to need these laborers and thus
a constant flow of immigrants might have been the lynchpin in transforming



the America from an agricultural-based economy to an industrial-based
economy in the decades between the failure of the Cook banking empire
and the Great War. Paralleling the largest influx of immigration was the rise
of another Progressive Era movement known as Americanization. Although
the work of anti-immigration groups continued throughout the twentieth
century (such as the American Protective Association, whose members
attempted to prevent non-English speaking people from entering the United
States), others sought to help immigrants succeed.

Better Movie Movement

Many of these immigrants enjoyed spending what little free time and extra
money they might have accumulated on the new American cultural
phenomenon known as the movies. There were no rating system, no rules,
regulations, or policies that Hollywood was forced to follow. Instead, movie
companies eventually developed and loosely adhered to their own list of
dos and don’ts but not until after the Supreme Court ruling Mutual Film
Corporation v. Industrial Commission of Ohio (1915) declared that motion
pictures were not covered by the First Amendment, which meant that
communities could (and did) pass laws prohibiting certain films from being
shown in their theaters. No formal self-censorship codes were in place until
1930 and then the Production Code, as it was called, was not enforced until
1934.

Possibly because movies were relatively inexpensive, many native-born
working poor and immigrants were attracted to theaters. In reaction to the
lack of regulation combined with the particular crowd of people to be found
in movie theaters, Progressive reforms (who were typically middle and
upper class professionals) tried to compel state and federal governments to
develop and impose an external ratings system upon Hollywood. This was
one area in which reformers failed. Unable to rally governmental support,
Progressive groups, such as the WCTU, simply made or produced their own
movies. Ten Nights in a Barroom, The Tobacco Plague, and Safeguarding
the Nation were all part of the “Better Movie Movement.” These films
attempted to demonstrate how alcohol, smoking, and a weak military had an
adverse affect upon this nation. What were really nothing more than long
public service announcements, these movies, nonetheless, did not



successfully make a change to American cultural ideas. Even in the 1930s
“message movies” permeated American movie theaters. Films such as
Cocaine Fiends and Reefer Madness are cult classics today but were serious
attempts by a coalition of Hollywood and the federal government to curb
American’s interest in opiates and marijuana.

Medicine

One of the successes of the Progressive era was the professionalization of
the medical field. In the late nineteenth century, Americans successfully
stopped the proliferation of patent medicines. Advertised as all natural,
effective, and safe remedies for whatever ailed you, patent medicines were
usually ineffective, dangerous, poisonous, or addictive drugs based on
alcohol or opiates and if you consume enough of either, your troubles, albeit
temporarily, just might be abated.

Still, in 1900 all you truly needed to be a medical doctor was a sign stating
“the doctor is in.” And many of these doctors had no more medical training
than did Lucy in the famous Charles Schultz Peanuts cartoons. While there
were plenty of medical schools (such as the newly built Johns Hopkins or
the 250-year-old Yale), you did not need a medical degree, or any degree, to
work as a medical doctor.

One change to all of this quackery was the development of antiseptics by a
British fellow named Lister. A result of external pressure from Progressive
reforms and internal pressure from trained medical professionals, the
American Medical Association (AMA) was formed in 1902 as a national
organization. (The AMA traces its origins to the 1840s but does not become
an effective, national organization until the Progressive Era.) In order to
practice medicine in the United States you now had to belong to the AMA.
In order to belong to the AMA you had to have obtained an undergraduate
degree from an accredited institution and then successfully completed an
approved medical degree.

In 1906 the AMA investigated 160 medical schools and rated them for their
academic rigor. The report was published in 1910 and in 1912 the AMA
began to undertake some of the report’s recommendations.



Not all Americans benefited from this professionalization of the medical
corps. As most medical schools prohibited women and African Americans
from attending, there were very few women and African American doctors
after 1902. In addition, most poor and rural women tended to see untrained
female medical practitioners while most black people sought medical
assistance from black medical practitioners. Because these uncertified,
unqualified, and untrained women and black doctors were prohibited from
practicing medicine after 1902, many people in the United States lost access
to even the most meager type of medical care upon the creation of the
AMA.

Country Life Movement

The United States slowly transformed itself from a rural, agricultural
society to an urban, industrial society. According to the census of 1900, for
the first time in U.S. history the majority of Americans considered
themselves to be urban dwellers rather than rural inhabitants. Throughout
this transformation, so too developed the idea that an urban lifestyle was
more economically viable than a rural lifestyle. And by the early twentieth
century, some Americans equated rural America with poverty and decay
and urban America with wealth and progress. A good example of this
urban-rural split was evidenced in a 1908 report issued by outgoing
president Theodore Roosevelt. A rural existence lacked modern necessities
such as electricity, factory-made farm equipment (such as John Deere’s
latest steel plow or Cyrus McCormick’s mechanical reaper), and a fully
equipped kitchen. In regards to the later, Christine Frederick toured the rural
South and West, introducing American women to modern conveniences
such as dishwashers (introduced at the 1893 Chicago Fair), iceboxes, and
new stoves. Frederick was not so much of a Progressive reformer who
worked to bring rural women better management over their households, but
rather Frederick worked for the big national corporations, such as Sears,
J.C. Penny, and Montgomery Ward. She was a salesperson first and
foremost but wrapped her sales pitches in the flag of Progressive reform.

Frederick did introduce “scientific management” to women all over this
country both personally as well as through the pages of women’s magazines
such as The Ladies Home Journal. In 1912 she wrote a four-part article



entitled “The New Housekeeping: How it Helps the Woman Who Does Her
Own Work.” In it, she offered advice on how to set up the washboard, sink,
and table to their optimal heights for women to most effectively complete
their work. Scientific management of the kitchen meant not only a place for
everything but also the best place for every kitchen gadget, tool, and
utensil:

A young bride recently showed me her new kitchen. “Isn’t it a beauty?” she
exclaimed. It certainly had modern appliances of every kind, but her stove
was in a recess of the kitchen at one end and her pantry was twenty feet
away at the opposite end. Every time she wanted to use a frying pan she had
to walk twenty feet to get it, and after using it she had to walk twenty feet to
put it away.

This question of arrangement and the placing of tables and tools must be
considered if the worker is to obtain the highest efficiency.

Frederick was no “Dear Abby” or Julia Child. Rather, she furthered the use
of modern inventions in their most meaningful manner in order to help
women embrace their God-given role as a domestic. Her promotion and
advertising of American consumer culture, although seemingly new in the
early twentieth century, certainly foreshadowed the consumer craze of the
post-World War II generations.

Prostitution

Progressive reformers connected physical illness with sin to push to end
such diseases as syphilis. Syphilis was a rather common disease but by the
late nineteenth century, many Americans saw the spread of this sexually
transmitted disease as a morality issue: to have syphilis indicated a morally
weak person. “Intolerable” was a common response to the widespread
nature of this and similar diseases. Because this disease spread through
sexual contact (unlike the popular misconceptions that syphilis is spread by
shaking hands, using dirty toilet seats, or door knobs) many reformers
began to attack what they believed to be the root of the syphilis epidemic:
prostitutes.



Without wondering how prostitutes contracted the disease in order to spread
it to their customers, Progressive reformers pushed local and state
politicians to criminalize the sale of sex. Interestingly, it became illegal for
women to work as prostitutes, but it was not illegal for men to engage
prostitutes’ offerings, suggesting that the movement to stamp out sin and
disease was based on the idea that women originated both the sin and thus
the disease (a modern-day application of the Eve-Apple myth).

Jane Addams denounced the codification of prostitution, believing instead
that government should examine the root causes of prostitution. Women
only become prostitutes, Addams argued, because all respectable career
options did not pay as much as prostitution. It was not unusual for
immigrant women working in a New York City factory six days a week to
make between $4 and $20 a month. Official government reports placed the
average American woman’s wage at $6.67 per week.

Prostitutes made in a few minutes what it would take her factory-colleague
weeks to make. For example, streetwalkers earned between $1 and $5
dollars per trick. An early-twentieth century investigation authored by the
61st Congress (1909-1911) entitled The Summary Report on the Condition
of Women and Children Wage Earners in the United States, concluded that
prostitutes who worked in private homes or brothels typically earned $20 a
day while the owners of the brothels averaged $50,000 a year. Thus, if
women could secure careers that paid them as much as prostitution, no
woman would ever elect to become a prostitute, Addams theorized. To
successfully end prostitution, Addams suggested that working women be
paid the equivalent of their prostitute colleagues. If a telephone operator
made as much as a prostitute, then women would swell the telephone
operator ranks, thus ending prostitution, thus ending the spread of syphilis.

Needless to say, there was never a meaningful attempt to elevate the pay of
working women to the level earned by prostitutes. Ultimately, prostitution
was driven underground where criminal elements increasingly controlled
the trade.

Woman Suffrage



In the decades following the Civil War, American women sought two
parallel tracks in their attempt to achieve political equality. Some sought to
amend the Constitution, allowing all women across the country to engage
their right to vote through the efforts of the National Women’s Suffrage
Association. Others believed that changes to society must come from within
the borders of states and worked among state legislatures to pass laws
allowing women the right to vote within their state elections, such as the
American Women’s Suffrage Association. Before the end of the nineteenth
century, these two groups came together and formed the National American
Women’s Suffrage Association (NASWA). They worked to get women the
right to vote simultaneously at the state level and at the national level.

Of all the Progressive era reforms, there was possibly no more difficult
fight than for women’s political equality. Women were prohibited from
owning property through the Civil War. Women were, in some localities,
allowed to vote in local board of education elections during the Gilded Age.
Women authors of the late nineteenth century mirrored many of the ideas of
equality first penned by the English author Mary Wollstonecraft in the years
following the American War for Independence.

After the Civil War, thousands of Americans toured the world and upon
their return hundreds wrote travel books: linear narratives of what they saw,
usually injected American-Christian superiority and calls for help to reform
the “heathen” all over the world, to include elevating the status of women.
Palestine was a particularly important destination for American women
travelers in the nineteenth century. These women tended to demonstrate to
their readers the superiority of Protestant women by spreading rumors about
Muslims. Some, such as Lucia A. Palmer, believed that Muslims were
naturally bloodthirsty creatures who literally killed Christians, just for fun:

The Mohammedan hates the Christian, and when he wishes to amuse
himself, he takes a holiday and kills off a few hundred or a few thousand in
Bulgaria, Palestine, or Armenia, in whichever country he chooses to hunt.
Then the Christian world raises its hands in horror, and hold meetings, and
dispatches to the Turkish government long demands and commands . . . and
the Moslem answers by slaughtering more Christians.



Their published travel writings suggest that many of these average
American women supported suffrage as a social equalizer for the poor,
tired, and downtrodden women of the Islamic Middle East. For example,
when an American traveler named Kate Kraft was in Egypt, she called for a
Woman’s Rights Convention because Egyptian women, unlike their
American counterparts, were doing nothing to secure their right to vote.

Some women wrote, believing that publication was the manner through
which women could add their voice to the public discussions on the major
issues of their time. Another American traveler named Mary Barney, for
example, believed that women should write about politics and government
as a way of becoming active in a political climate in which women were
prevented from partaking any active roles because they were not allowed to
vote. One of the most important authors during the Progressive era was
Charlotte Perkins Gillman. Gillman examined a wide assortment of gender
equality issues in her works, such as The Yellow Wallpaper.

The Civil War-era suffrage leaders such as Elizabeth Cady Stanton and
Susan B. Anthony were replaced by younger, slightly more aggressive, and
almost always formally educated women such as Carrie Chapman Catt and
Reverend Olympia Brown from Wisconsin. Yet, one of this country’s more
influential suffrage supporters was the relatively unknown Emma Smith
DeVoe.

DeVoe traveled the West from Illinois to Washington giving speeches and
entertaining the crowds with Civil War-related songs, suggesting that proper
northerners and Republicans support women’s right to vote while
southerners and Democrats do not. Unlike the unflinching, stark, dowdy
perception that many Americans held of Susan B. Anthony who remained
unmarried and who dressed in a black dress and always had her hair pulled
back in a severe bun, DeVoe was described as “womanly” for how she
dressed (in the modern style), how she kept her hair, the fact that she was
married, and the fact that DeVoe seemed to not preach to the crowds but
rather to urge them to do the right thing by supporting women’s right to
vote. She was a central reason behind the successful Washington campaign
of 1912 and the eventual passage of the Nineteenth Amendment on August
26, 1920. Unlike many of her Progressive colleagues, DeVoe’s devotion to



women’s political rights did not end in 1920. Rather, she would continue
her work to help women more efficiently wield the vote by creating the
League of Women Voters.

Environmentalism

The Progressive era is possibly most associated with the idea of launching
the modern American conservation movement. Americans walked a fine
line between the Jeffersonian ideal of living as independent yeoman farmers
and gaining the wealth that came from urban living and industrialization.
During the pre-Civil War industrial era, Americans worried about
maintaining a balance between pristine lands of an agricultural-based
economy and the inevitable ecological damage of an industrial-based
economy. That was the paradox of industry. As Alexander De Tocqueville
wrote, “from the filthy sewer, pure gold flows.”

During the Civil War, President Abraham Lincoln recognized Yosemite
Valley as a “public park” in the 1864 Yosemite Act, creating the federal
precedent for the inevitable creation of a national park system. After the
Civil War some people tried to bring examples of the Jeffersonian ideal to
the Hamiltonian reality of urban life, such as Frederick Law Olmstead, who
created a green space in the middle of New York City. He called this space
“Central Park,” and helped to launch a national movement to build parks in
urban centers. The federal government picked up the baton in 1872 by
creating the first national park: Yellowstone. By 1890 national parks
reached the west coast with the establishment of Yosemite National Park,
which is known as one of this nation’s first “wilderness parks” in part due
to its 1200 square miles of rugged, pristine terrain. The Forest Reserves law
of 1891 proscribed the president with the power to “withdraw and reserve
public lands wholly or in part covered by timber or undergrowth” in order
to be used for the good of all Americans.

These acts of Congress did not denote the authority tasked with
administering the reserved lands and thus in 1897 Congress passed the
Forest Management Act providing the Department of the Interior with the
authority to regulate the use of reserved lands. The Bureau of Reclamation
was created in 1902 to deal with the reality of water issues west of the
Mississippi, in which the water tables were considerably lower than east of



the Mississippi River. The federal government managed irrigation and other
projects designed to best help Americans successfully settle the West. Once
the irrigation projects were completed then the federal government would
once again open the lands for settlement under the provisions of the 1863
Homestead Act.

In 1903 the federal government created the first national wildlife refuge,
located in Florida, to help preserve and protect indigenous species. Two
years later Congress created the U.S. Forest Service (originally under the
Department of the Interior) and tasked that organization to manage the
lands placed under reserve by the aptly named Reserve law of 1891. (Later
the federal government will adopt the phrase “national forests” in place of
“national reserves.”) Finally, Congress created the National Park Service in
1916, tasked with the management of all national parks (such as Mount
Rainier in Washington, established in 1899), battlefields (such as Bear Paw
Battlefield near Chinook, Montana), and monuments (such as the Alibates
Flint Quarries in Texas).

“Conservation movement” and Hech-Hechy

(1890-1910).

One of the lesser-known events during the Progressive era was known as
the “Conservation movement.” In its infancy, and certainly viewed with
more “progressive” twenty-first century eyes, the conservation movement
of the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries might appear to be
backward. Probably the two most important names attached to this reform
were President Theodore Roosevelt and his Secretary of the Interior,
Gifford Pinchot.

Pinchot began his federal career as the head of the Division of Forestry
within the Department of Agriculture in 1898. Roosevelt, being quite
concerned about conservation and the West, appointed Pinchot to
investigate reports of the federal government leasing federal lands to
ranchers. In 1904, Pinchot’s influence in the Roosevelt administration
resulted in Pinchot wrestling control of the national forests away from the
Department of the Interior. A few years later Pinchot’s attempt to gain
control of all national parks, monuments, forests, and battlefields failed, and



in the backlash a new, permanent oversight of the National Parks Service
was created under the auspices of the Department of the Interior.

The Roosevelt-Pinchot team’s most prolific battle was over the damming
(and the potential consequences) of a strip of land in California known as
Hetch Hetchy. Following the 1906 earthquake, the city of San Francisco
sought to dam part of Yosemite in order to create a man-made lake to be
used as a fresh water supply. Roosevelt and Pinchot favored the project,
while people such as John Muir (who created the Sierra Club in 1892)
opposed destroying what he equated as a natural cathedral or temple.
Interestingly enough, both Pinchot and Roosevelt were friends with Muir
earlier in their careers. The federal government won and an act of Congress
authorized the construction of a dam that partially flooded the Yosemite
Valley.

The creation of Yosemite National Park and the flooding of the valley did
not happen without its critics, to include the untold numbers of Americans
and Indians who relied on game, water, and timber from Yosemite for their
survival. Many of those people refused to adhere to artificial lines drawn in
maps and thus they continued to hunt game on the park, fell trees on the
park, and seek their fresh water sources from within the park. The US
military was initially tasked with the park's security but by 1916 the federal
government created the National Park Service to manage all aspects of
these national resources, to include keeping people from hunting or taking
other resources from within the boundaries of the park.

End of Part I



The Progressive Era (Part II)
This chapter, in a freely available e-textbook for college US history survey
courses, examines the Progressive Era.

THE PROGRESSIVE PRESIDENTS AND

POLITICAL PROGRESSIVISM

Overwhelmingly, Progressives held an evangelical zeal (and many had
backgrounds in evangelical movements) in their beliefs that not only were
they able to identify problems but that they had the tools necessary to fix
those problems. Progressives, however, differed on whom would lead the
reform: reform from below (volunteer or community-led) or reform from
above (government-led). Not surprisingly, some American presidents
believed that problems were best identified and then corrected by
themselves. Traditionally, the Progressive era American presidents were
Theodore Roosevelt, his handpicked successor William Howard Taft, and
Woodrow Wilson.

TEDDY ROOSEVELT:

The First Progressive President

The Roosevelt family was one of the oldest and wealthiest families in the
United States. Being able to trace his ancestry in this country back to the
Mayflower, Roosevelt belonged to an elite group of American families. His
aristocratic background propelled him through Harvard. After a brief career
in the New York legislature he became the second in charge of the
Department of the Navy in 1897.

Roosevelt was a bold, brash, and at times larger-than-life figure who lived
what he called the “manly life” (daily exercise, engaging in sports, and
being active on the world’s stage). Not without reservation, the Republican
leadership offered the vice presidency to Roosevelt in 1898, following his
brief yet wildly advertised stint in a private military unit during the
Spanish-American War. Leon Czolgosz elevated Roosevelt to the
presidency when, in 1901, he assassinated President William McKinley.



Roosevelt’s progressive ideas had their genesis while serving the people of
New York. Roosevelt believed that he, as president, was best suited to both
identify and then apply corrective measures. Thus he was not a fan of the
new journalists who researched, wrote, and published exposes against
abuses in American industries such as oil, alcohol, and dairy. One of these
“muckrakers,” as Roosevelt called those who dug in the dirt of business
practices, was a woman named Ida Tarbell. Tarbell worked for what was
arguably the most well known investigative magazine of its time–
McClure’s. The magazine published articles exposing problems in the dairy
industry (thousands of infants and elderly people died each year of
contaminated milk), but Tarbell’s work on Standard Oil set the bar for
investigative reporting. Tarbell discovered that the Rockefeller family’s rise
to the top had less to do with a Puritan work ethic and more to do with
corruption, bullying, and outright monopolizing the industry. Tarbell’s work
led the federal government’s dismantling of Standard Oil and winning the
nickname “trust buster” for Roosevelt.

Roosevelt did not believe that all monopolies were inherently bad. Rather,
and in step with many U.S. decision-makers and federal judges, if
monopolies produced a good product at a fair price, Roosevelt et al tended
to leave them alone. What Roosevelt did believe in was the inherent power
of the federal government to even the playing field, thus he supported
federal laws that regulated business, such as the Hepburn Bill.

Roosevelt also believed in the power of the president (or at least the power
of himself as president) to become personally involved in regulating
industry and he did so in the 1902 Anthracite coal strike and the Northern
Securities investigation two years later.

WILLIAM HOWARD TAFT:

Dollar Diplomacy

Taft was Roosevelt’s handpicked successor to lead the Republican Party as
well as the nation. As a president, Taft did not as much as continue
Roosevelt’s policies in regards to the economy, business regulation, and
foreign policy than he developed what was seen at that time as possibly
something new. Taft supported the idea that American political, social,



religious, and economic strategies would be most effectively spread
throughout the world by American businesses as the tip of his spear.

Under the presidency of Taft, the U.S. began loaning large sums of money
to Latin American countries, such as Nicaragua, in order to grease the
wheels, so to speak, for American companies to control local production,
such as the infamous American agriculture company United Fruit. Today
Taft would fit in, philosophically, with Donald Rumsfeld, Paul Bremer,
Dick Chaney and others known as Neo-Cons in the early twenty-first
century. On the domestic side of his presidency, Taft was involved with
issues pertaining to alcohol, labor and business regulation, conservation,
race and immigration.

Taft never officially identified his position on the government’s role
regarding the regulation of the alcohol industry, however as president Taft
did veto a congressional measure that prohibited interstate commerce of
alcohol into states that had prohibited the consumption of alcohol within
their borders, such as Georgia, Alabama, Oklahoma, Mississippi, North
Carolina, Tennessee and Kansas. Known as the Webb Act, Congress
overrode Taft’s veto. It is difficult to say with any certainty if Taft’s veto
supported the idea that the federal government should not be involved in
matters of the states or if he believed that the federal government should not
be involved in regulating the liquor industry.

Roosevelt’s personal mediation of the Anthracite coal strike would not be
repeated during Taft’s administration. Rather, Taft allowed courts to decide
issues pertaining to labor yet he tended to use the power of the executive
branch to enforce the Sherman Act. Ironically, this nation’s “Trust Buster”
was Taft, who filed more suits against American monopolies than his
predecessor, who was given that nickname as a result of his administration’s
fight to break up Standard Oil. Standard Oil was to Roosevelt as U.S. Steel
was to Taft. Taft’s attempts to break up U.S. Steel (a corporation established
when Andrew Carnegie sold nearly all of his U.S. holdings to men such as
Charles Schwab, John David Rockefeller, and J.P. Morgan) were as
successful as the break up of Standard Oil. While Taft won a few legal
battles, Schwab, Rockefeller, and Morgan continued to enjoy nearly



unchecked power, authority and wealth as Taft’s one-term administration
came to a close in 1912.

Taft’s history in the Progressive conservation movement is even less
effective than his dealings with labor or big business. The president fired
Teddy Roosevelt’s right-hand man in the conservation movement, Gifford
Pinchot, ultimately costing the Republicans needed votes among
environmental and conservative-minded western voters. However, Taft
tended to hold true to the notion that the federal government’s roles in
regulating the environment must be severely limited, instead wanting states
to take the lead in conservation.

Taft, adhering to a hands-off policy established by the Rutherford B. Hays
in 1877 and possibly due to his belief in the inherent power of state
governments, typically refused to get involved in racial matters such as
segregation or lynchings. Although just before leaving office in 1913, Taft
vetoed a resolution that would have allowed the federal government to
prohibit entrance to the U.S. for any immigrant who failed to demonstrate a
basic literacy in English. Taft’s record on progressive domestic affairs is
scant, at best, in part due to his unpopularity at home. Typically, when
American presidents are incapable of forwarding meaningful domestic
agendas, they tend to become more involved in foreign ventures, where
presidents wield more power and are outside of the direct control of the
legislative branch of the government.

WOODROW WILSON:

The Crusader President

The Progressive era president most closely associated with establishing the
relationship between the federal government and the economy as well as
creating the now widespread American belief in the necessity of the federal
government to control the U.S. economy was Woodrow Wilson.

The Sherman Anti-Trust Act, as demonstrated in the Taft’s administration’s
inability to effectively regulate monopolies, was narrowly applied by the
court to the extent that only monopolies that were illegally established
could be confronted by the federal government. To close this loophole,



Congress passed and Wilson signed into law the Clayton Act. Wilson, when
campaigning in 1912, promised Americans that as president he would more
aggressively than his predecessors attack all constraint of trade in order to
create an open market. (In 1917 Wilson called for the creation of an
international economic system unconstrained by even tariffs.) The Clayton
Act fell short of Wilson’s election-year promises. Instead of forging a
stronger weapon, the Clayton Act merely enacted more harsh penalties for
corporations that were found guilty of breaking the Sherman Act.

Wilson was successful, however, in getting legislation passed that would
assist American workers. In 1914, and by the Progressive Wisconsin
Republican “Fighting” Bob La Follette, the La Follette-Peters Act limited
women garment workers in Washington D.C. to working eight hours per
day. In 1915 La Follette’s Seaman’s Act tried to help American sailors by
restricting their working hours and enhancing their working conditions. The
Adamson Act prohibited American rail workers from working more than
eight hours per day. The first measure was adopted in order to protect the
traditionally-viewed job of women as caregivers and homemakers, while
the other two acts were passed for safety reasons. Wilson supported the
adoption of these measures.

Wilson also supported the expansion of the scope and depth of the federal
government in very particular instances, such as when he signed into law
the Federal Reserve Act of 1913. The piece of Progressive legislation,
authored by Representative Carter Glass (D-VA) and Senator Robert Owen
(D-OK), provided “for the establishment of Federal reserve banks, to
furnish an elastic currency, to afford means of rediscounting commercial
paper, to establish a more effective supervision of banking in the United
States, and for other purposes.” Interestingly enough, Wilson did not
support the legislation on the idea that a singular, federally-regulated
currency would help consumers, but rather the adoption of the act would
benefit business. Unlike popular myth, the Federal Reserve was not under
the complete control of the federal government but rather consisted of a
coalition of federal and private banks. Private banks that joined the Federal
Reserve system were granted certain perks, such as access to low-interest
loans. The Act did have its critics, such as Representative (R-MN) Charles
A. Lindbergh, Sr. who called the Federal Reserve “the most gigantic trust



on earth . . . [and] . . . the worst legislative crime of the ages." Lindbergh
will be better known for being the father of the first person to cross the
Atlantic by airplane: Charles A. Lindbergh, Jr., who was also a supporter of
Nazi Germany during the 1940s.

Finally, Wilson oversaw the passage of four amendments to the U.S.
Constitution during his two terms. The Sixteenth Amendment authorized
the federal government to adopt and collect a national income tax. The
Seventeenth Amendment provided for the direct and popular election of
U.S. Senators. The Eighteenth Amendment, aka Prohibition, made it illegal
to do just about anything with alcohol, except to consume it. And, the
Nineteenth Amendment allowed universal suffrage.

THE DISINHERITED:

PROGRESSIVISM'S LIMITS

Progressive reformers certainly were unable to effect positive change for all
Americans and in all aspects of life, liberty, and happiness. There were
three groups of Americans who typically did not realize change or were not
the focus of Progressive reformers: Blacks, Indians, and Women.

African Americans

Reconstruction resulted in new rights, liberties, and opportunities for the
black people throughout the United States. The Thirteenth Amendment
ended slavery, the Fourteenth Amendment provided for equal treatment of
all citizens, and the Fifteenth Amendment provided for universal male
suffrage. However, those rights existed on paper but not in practice. Most of
the civil rights groups and legislation of the 1870s was disbanded, declared
unconstitutional, or severely limited in interpretation, such as the 1875 Civil
Rights Acts in which the Supreme Court declared that federal laws
regarding equal treatment applied to states, thus it was not illegal or
unconstitutional for individuals to discriminate, such as the Ku Klux Klan.

Segregation was codified in the decades following the Civil War. Across the
South “Black Codes” created two socio-legal systems: one for white people
and one for black people. Blacks were typically prohibited from living



within city limits, thus they were forced to live outside the white
populations. Blacks and whites were prohibited from working together,
from traveling together, or from taking advantage of the same educational
opportunities.

Black men were disenfranchised through the use of poll taxes or literacy
tests. If you could not pay the tax or could not pass the literacy
examination, then you were prohibited from voting. Overwhelmingly,
blacks were the targets of these new laws.

The Supreme Court declared the constitutionality of many southern laws
that created separate living areas, work areas, and educational opportunities
for white and black citizens. Plessy v. Ferguson, in 1896, established the
“separate but equal” clause of the U.S. Constitution when the Supreme
Court sided with the state of Louisiana, which had laws prohibiting blacks
and whites from traveling on the same trains. As Justice Henry Brown
wrote, “The object of the [Fourteenth A]mendment was undoubtedly to
enforce the absolute equality of the two races before the law, but in the
nature of things it could not have been intended to abolish distinctions
based upon color, or to enforce social, as distinguished from political
equality, or a commingling of the two races upon terms unsatisfactory to
either.” In other words, states were not discriminating if states provided for
separate facilities in regards to non-political matters based on racial ideas
because of the Supreme Court’s use of the term “equal.” For Americans
today, “equal” means the same. For the Supreme Court in the late
nineteenth century, “equal” meant similar but not the same. For example,
today your professors are prohibited from mandating exams based on race
or gender (all female students will take one exam while all male students
take another exam), yet for Progressive era Americans you were being
treated equally as long as both groups were allowed access to educational
opportunities.

Progressive presidents tended to ignore the plight of African Americans as
well as their calls for equality. Roosevelt did invite Booker T. Washington
to a White House dinner. A Memphis newspaper called Roosevelt’s
decision to eat with a black man a “damnable outrage.” Roosevelt, like his
progressive presidential colleagues, tended to emphasize his connections to



the South, even going so far as to send flowers to the widow of the
Confederate general Stonewall Jackson. Wilson was from the South (born
in Virginia). As president, Wilson hosted a White House screening of the
film Birth of a Nation, which was based on the novel “The Klansmen,” in
which the Klan was shown to be heroes to the South and protectors of
southern women’s purity while also portraying blacks as alcohol-fueled,
sex-crazed, people unwilling, unable, and uninterested in working for a
living.

Another reason why Progressive reforms failed to reach most African
Americans was the popularly-held notion of “White Man’s Burden.”
Rudyard Kipling, a British subject who was born and worked in imperial
India, wrote often acknowledging the trials and tribulations of the British
imperial system, however, his poem while also extolling the necessity of
Britain’s empire because of the good being performed around the world in
bringing western political, social, economic, and very importantly, religious
ideas to the heathens of the world. He penned this 1899 poem, entitled
"White Man’s Burden" in part, to give support to the American efforts in
the Philippines, as if to poetically assure Americans that their cause was just
and noble:

Take up the White Man's burden--

Send forth the best ye breed--

Go bind your sons to exile

To serve your captives' need;

To wait in heavy harness,

On fluttered folk and wild--

Your new-caught, sullen peoples,

Half-devil and half-child.



Overwhelmingly, Progressive reformers did not look upon African
Americans as needing tutelage, rather they looked upon the need of
bringing American political, social, economic, and religious ideas to the
less-fortunate around the world, such as in the Philippines. Senator Albert
Beveridge (R-Ind) articulated the necessity of the United States being active
in helping to civilize the Philippine people arguing that unless the U.S.
helped them to develop western ideas and practices over there, those people
might migrate to the United States. Beveridge also believed in the special
mission of the United States, evidence by his 1898 speech entitled “March
of the Flag” when he asked, “Therefore, in this campaign, the question is
larger than a party question. It is an American question. It is a world
question. Shall the American people continue their march toward the
commercial supremacy of the world? Shall free institutions broaden their
blessed reign as the children of liberty wax in strength, until the empire of
our principles is established over the hearts of all mankind?”

During the Progressive Era, American decision-makers’ attentions were
certainly not focused on the plight of minorities. One sad reality of the
federal government turning their backs towards the newly-freed citizens in
1877 was lynching. The episodes of lynchings throughout the South
increased ach decade. In the wake of the Great War, blacks began to be
lynched in increasing numbers in the North and in the West. Those who
participated in these murders typically held no fear of arrest or incarceration
as many of the perpetrators had their photograph taken next to the dead
black people. These photos were then sold as souvenirs throughout the
United States.

Lynchings were extrajudicial punishment and thus were, by definition,
murder. However, almost no one was arrested for these murders. Local and
state officials turned blind eyes, and at times were even complicit in the
lynchings. Thus, American reformers, such as Ida B. Wells, sought help
from the federal government. After the death of three close friends by the
hands of a white mob, and after no support from the local police, Wells
wrote: “The city of Memphis has demonstrated that neither character nor
standing avails the Negro if he dares to protect himself against the white
man or become his rival. There is nothing we can do about the lynching
now, as we are out-numbered and without arms. The white mob could help



itself to ammunition without pay, but the order is rigidly enforced against
the selling of guns to Negroes. There is therefore only one thing left to do;
save our money and leave a town which will neither protect our lives and
property, nor give us a fair trial in the courts, but takes us out and murders
us in cold blood when accused by white persons.”

Wells tried, unsuccessfully, to get the U.S. Congress to make lynching a
federal crime. She did succeed, however, in helping black women by
founding the National Association of Colored Women as well as helping all
black people through the creation of the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People (NAACP). She worked tirelessly for a
wide range of reform movements including woman suffrage. Nonetheless,
she is most known for her work regarding lynching, publishing many works
to include an 1895 book entitled The Red Record. Following World War II
President Harry S. Truman supported legislation to make lynching a federal
crime. He too was unsuccessful. Interestingly enough, while most
Progressive reform bypassed African Americans, the reality of marginalized
black male voters might have been one reason why so many black women
such as Ida B. Wells became active in so many Progressive Era movements.

Native Americans

Throughout Reconstruction, U.S. policy towards Native Americans
typically resulted in their marginalization. Believing in his invincibility,
General George Armstrong Custer led the 7th Cavalry to their ultimate
demise in the early summer of 1876 in an area of the Dakota Territory
known as Greasy Grass by the Lakota Sioux. The “Battle of Little
Bighorn,” as Americans referred to the first successful plains Indians
assault on U.S. forces since the Blackhawk Wars of the early nineteenth
century, launched the career of Ruth Custer as a professional widow and
refocused American might to remove the “Indian threat” from the West
(especially in areas were Americans discovered huge quantities of gold,
such as in the Black Hills region of the Dakota Territory). American pursuit
of the various Sioux Indians ended in December 1890 when several
hundred women and children were gunned down by elements of the new
7th Cavalry (Custer’s old unit) using cannons and the new Gatling gun,
which fired hundreds of rounds per minute. Forced upon the reservation, the



U.S .government concluded the “Indian Wars,” which began during the
early colonial period.

Yet the reservation system seemed to run counter to American ideas on life,
liberty, and property ownership since the Indians were prohibited from
private ownership on the reservations and of course the Homestead Act
(1862) did not apply to Indians. Senator Dawes introduced a new way of
organizing the reservations along the ideas of American life, liberty, and
property rights.

The Dawes-Severalty Act cut the reservations into homesteads. Indians
were allowed to privately own their own homesteads, provided that they did
not engage in any “Indian” activities. In fact, Indians were allowed to
become American citizens, provided that they “adopted the habits of
civilized life.” To help the Indians adopt said “civilized life” and to evolve
into proper Americans, Indian schools began all over the country with the
financial support of the U.S. government and under the control, typically, of
Christian missionary organizations. One of the most well-known of these
schools was located in Pennsylvania, the Carlisle School, established by an
Army officer named Richard Pratt who spent some of his early military
career attempting to educate Indian prisoners. The Carlisle school came into
existence because Pratt was unsuccessful in placing any of his released
students into traditional universities. Not unlike blacks or women, most
American universities refused to accept Indians as students.

Regardless if it was at the Carlisle school or any one of the over 150 similar
schools throughout the United States by 1900, Indian children were
removed from their tribal-familial surroundings and taken to these schools
where they would be dressed like Americans, have their hair cut like
Americans, and be taught like Americans with the hope that upon
graduation these folks who resembled Indians but acted, spoke, and thought
like Americans would return to their tribal-familial lands and lead the
continued Americanization of their people. Some Carlisle graduates went
on to prosper such as a Sioux named Ohiyesa who eventually earned a
degree in medicine from the Catholic-run Boston University, completed his
transformation by adopting a new name: Charles Eastman and marrying a
white woman and the two spent their lives working to help alleviate the



plight of Indians throughout the United States. Another Carlisle graduate,
Reginald Oshkosh, used the tools he developed to successfully help his
people (the Menomonee tribe in Wisconsin) prevent the state and federal
governments from illegally seizing tribal lands.

Again, was this more about helping these people or more about controlling
these people? Overall, Progressive reformers tended to most ignore the
plight (and fate) of Native Americans. In 1924, Indians were recognized as
citizens and granted all rights and privileges of citizenship(three years after
women were granted the right to vote). Most remain on ancestral lands
today.

Women

One might be surprised to see the inclusion of women as a marginalized
group akin to Indians and African Americans. On one hand, women during
the Progressive Era successfully gained rights that put them on an equal
political playing field with men and women certainly were exceptionally
active in leading many of the Progressive reform movements, especially in
regards to social programs. Nonetheless, not unlike the Gilded Age, if you
scratched the golden surface of women’s accomplishments, you would see
the dross of how the Progressive Era affected women.

One of the largest reform movements to target women focused on the home.
Traditional Victorian homes were too large, nebulous, and ineffectively
designed. To help women, some reformers, such as Marion Talbot, called
for families to leave their family-unfriendly homes and move into
apartments that would be easier for women to clean and manage. Cooking,
cleaning, and child-rearing were no longer tasks to be performed without
thought or preparation. Instead, housewives could benefit from a more
scientific approach to their God-given duties. In response to the scientific
management movement “home economics” courses were offered in
colleges so that middle-class women could learn how to properly manage
all facets of their future husbands’ homes. And while you might conclude
that women’s participation in college was necessarily beneficial, in this case
these college classes were designed and offered to further entrench sexual
division of labor. Women were in charge of governing their homes, and men
were in charge of governing the world.



Still, some reformers believed that women’s natural jobs in managing the
household would necessarily prepare them for responsibilities in public life,
as argued by Ellen Richards, a home economics professor at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Richards was an exception, however
because after marrying a colleague at MIT, she did not resign her post. The
reality for most American women was that marriage signaled the end of
their professional life and the beginning of their life as a housewife and
mother.

Of course women participated in the household income by working outside
of the home. Factory work was relatively easy to secure, but the hours were
long, the health and safety of the employees were typically not concerns of
their employers, and the pay was low. Nevertheless, women (especially
immigrants) easily found jobs in textile factories. In an era that lacked any
sort of meaningful federal, state, or local regulation or oversight of
industries, workers were occasionally injured and even killed. Possibly no
better example of such was the fire that engulfed the Triangle Shirtwaist
Company in 1911.

Located in New York City, the Triangle Shirtwaist Company employed
women, men, and children. To ensure that the workers did not leave their
shifts prematurely, duck out for unofficial breaks, or otherwise engage in
activities that slowed down production, the owner of the factory nailed the
windows shut. The doors were locked and many entrance ways were
blocked by a steel security gate. Unable to safely escape when a fire broke
out among the three floors of a ten-story building, many workers broke
windows opened and took a leap of faith -only to meet their certain demise
upon slamming into the sidewalks below. Not unlike those who jumped
from the Twin Towers ninety years later, the New Yorkers were shocked as
person after person jumped to their deaths. According to a New York Times
eyewitness, "one poor little creature jumped. There was a plate glass
protection over part of the sidewalk, but she crasjed through it, wrecking it
and breaking her body nto a thousand piece."

Approximately 146 people perished -some from jumping to their death,
others from being burned alive, while others died from smoke inhalation.
One result of the fire and deaths was the creation of the New York State



Factory Commission. Tasked with regulating the health and safety issues of
factory workers, the Commission was chaired by Robert Wagner, co-
chaired by Al Smith, and Frances Perkins was the chief Investigator.
Wagner and Smith will play very important roles regarding labor during the
presidency of Franklin Delano Roosevelt (the later will become the first
female Cabinet member).

Finally, there was the “servant girl problem.” Young women (and
overwhelming immigrants) took domestic housekeeping jobs for wealthy
families throughout the U.S. These workers were typically the first ones up
and the last ones to bed in their households. They worked at least six days a
week and were typically given part of Sundays off to attend church. They
cleaned the homes, cooked the families’ food, and watched over the
children. They did the laundry and the shopping and served the family and
guests. Upper-class families who typically hired these women tended not to
embrace the notion that there existed any problem with these young girls
working 16 hours a day, six days a week. Regardless of the physical, verbal
and sexual abuse that these servant girls routinely experienced, middle-class
reformers were unable to effect any relevant change partly due to the fact
that these servant girls worked in private homes and usually out of the
public eye. For some, the servant girl problem was more comical than
serious. In 1905 a silent film entitled "The Servant Girl Problem”
demonstrated how a bumbling servant girl caused havoc in an American
household. One year later the Bostonian social reformer Edward Filene
(owner of Filene’s department stores) published an article in Annals of the
American Academy of Political and Social Science, arguing that servant
girls’ working conditions were not as bad as women working in factories or
even department stores. Filene argued that working conditions worsened in
conjunction with jobs that lacked skills. Thus, as working in factories took
the least amount of skill, working conditions for women were worse in
factories. You had to be skillful, a la Christine Frederick, to work as a
servant girl so the plight of “servant girls” would be passed over by
Progressive reformers.

Emma Smith DeVoe, an example of a Progressive era reformer and in the
mold of her fellow reformers, did not quit when women were granted the
right to vote in her new home state of Washington in 1910. DeVoe believed



that women still lacked political rights, and in 1911 she helped create the
National Council of Women Voters, the forerunner for today’s League of
Women Voters. Rising to the position of president, DeVoe worked tirelessly
for the adoption of women’s suffrage and was present when Washington
voted in support of the Nineteenth Amendment on March 23, 1920. DeVoe
died in 1927 at the age of 79. Announcing her death, a Seattle-area
newspaper called DeVoe a “Mother of Woman Suffrage.”

CONCLUSION

The Progressive Era can be seen as the culmination of decades upon
decades of attempts to change, alter, or otherwise address “problems” in
American society. The seeds of every Progressive Era reform movement
were planted between the Revolution and the Civil War from racial and
gender equality to moral reform.

Some few view these reforms as attempts to improve or better American
society. Others view Progressive reforms as social control of the massive
immigrates. What separates help and control? A better question might be
why did the Progressive era happen when it did? First, Progressive Era
reformers moderately attacked much of the success and excess of the
Gilded Age. The Vanderbilts, Hills, and Carnegies left a wake of socio-
economic disruption that American farmers attempted, but initially failed,
to address. Thus, some people might look at the Progressive Era as a
completion of many of the ideas of the Populists.

Second, the reader needs to consider the Jeffersonian ideal of independent,
rural farmers versus the Hamiltonian idea on factory working urbanites. As
the U.S. economy shifted from an agriculture-based to an industrial-based
economy, massive changes effected this country. Many of those changes,
such as overcrowding, health and safety issues, and social services inherent
to city life had not been addressed. Americans also needed to change their
ideas on the role of government. Typically, Americans had viewed
government as the antithesis to their liberties, however, an industrial-based
economy demanded more government intervention and thus Americans had
to wrestle with the results of industrialism.



Finally, U.S. presidents supported moderate change. Teddy Roosevelt
believed there were differences between good and bad monopolies, and thus
one new role of the federal government was to protect American consumers
from those bad monopolies. Wilson saw the necessity of change to the
American financial institutions as a necessity of successful industrialization.

The role of immigration cannot be over estimated in the Progressive Era.
Ever since Haymarket, Americans connected labor unions with anarchism
and socialism. Socialists, who were overwhelmingly connected to central
European immigrants (particularly Germans) were a growing and important
body of voters in the U.S. during the first few decades of the twentieth
century. Native-born Americans might have viewed their calls for change to
be more extreme than those ideas that Americans farmers had promoted in
the years immediately following the Civil War. Ideas of American
Progressive reformers, who had a tendency of being Protestant, and who
believed in the inherent value of American democracy and American
capitalism, seemed much more moderate than the ideas of German
Socialists. Those Muckrakers might be publishing explosive essays on
Standard Oil or the American meat and dairy industries, but at least they
were not lobbing actual bombs, unlike anarchists during the World War I
era.

The best question might be when and why did the Progressive Era end? The
New Deal can easily be examined as a continuation of the Progressive Era
and the Great Society legislation of the Johnson administration a
continuation of the presidencies of Roosevelt and Truman. In other words,
the Progressive baton was picked up by future presidents. Progressive
reform even blossomed during the presidency of Richard Nixon – the
creation of the Department of Energy to deal with the oil embargo and the
creation of the Environmental Protection Agency, as well as Nixon’s
support for the Clean Air Bill and the Clean Water Bill. Although examples
of progressive social, economic, political, and religious achievements will
certainly be evident throughout the twentieth century, the beginning of the
end of the Progressive Era, as we define it, begins in the next chapter.

Chronology

1889 Jane Addams founds Hull House in Chicago



1901 U. S. Steel Corporation founded first billion dollar corporation.

Jacob Riis, How the Other Half Lives

1894 Henry Demarest Lloyd, Wealth Against Commonwealth; Tammany
Hall

overthrown

1896 Wabash vs Illinois—U. S. Supreme Court

outlawed state regulation of interstate commerce

1898 Spanish-American War

1899 Thorstein Veblen, The Theory of the Leisure Class

1900 International Ladies Garment Workers Union (ILGWU) founded;
Carrie

Chapman Catt becomes president of National American Woman Suffrage
Movement

1901 McKinley assassinated; Theodore Roosevelt becomes president;
Colonial war fought in Philippines

1902 Roosevelt mediates coal strike; Roosevelt orders attorney

general to bring suit to dissolve Northern Securities; Jane Addams,

Democracy and Social Ethics

1903 Maria Van Vorst, The Woman Who Toils

W. E. B. DuBois, Souls of Black Folks

Revolution organized in Panama



1. Roosevelt elected president; Northern Securities Case resolved;
Lincoln

Steffens, The Shame of the Cities; Ida Tarbell, History the Standard Oil
Company; John Moody, The Truth About Trusts;

Roosevelt Corollary to the Monroe Doctrine

1905 International Workers of the World (IWW) organized; Pinchot

head of the U. S. Forest Service; Roosevelt mediates Russo-

Japanese War settlement; At Roosevelt’s urging San Francisco desegregates
schools

1906 David Graham Phillips, The Treason of the Senate; Hepburn Act to
regulate

railroads; Upton Sinclair, The Jungle; Pure Food and Drug Act; Meat
Inspection

Act; Roosevelt wins Nobel Peace Prize

1908 William Howard Taft elected president

1909 National Association for the Advancement of Colored People
(NAACP) founded;

Ballinger controversy

1910 Push for woman suffrage increases with several new states granting
women the right to vote; Mann-Elkins Act empowered; Interstate
Commerce Commission

1911 Triangle Shirtwaist Company fire; Standard Oil dissolved

1912 Three way election - GOP (Taft), Progressives (T. Roosevelt), and
Democrats (Wilson). Wilson elected; U. S. troops in Mexico



1913 Pujo Committee; Federal Reserve Act;

Sixteenth Amendment—income tax

Seventeenth Amendment—direct election of senators; 30,000 march in
New

York for woman’s suffrage

1914 Clayton Anti-trust Act; Completion of Panama Canal; Federal Trade
Commission

Act

1915 Congressional Union founded to push for woman suffrage

1916 Federal Farm Loan Act; Wilson re-elected;

Margaret Higgins Sanger opens birth control clinic

1918 Jeanette Rankin introduced suffrage amendment that passed the House

1919 Eighteenth Amendment—prohibition

1920 Nineteenth Amendment—woman’s suffrage
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The Great War (Part I)
This is the first part of a two-part chapter on the Great War. It is part of a
larger, free e-textbook that can be used in a US History survey course.

Eugene Bullard was born in Columbus, Georgia in 1895 to a Creek Indian
mother and an African American father. He grew up in a racially divided
and openly antagonistic period of US history. But, he had heard that race
did not matter to the people of France.

He stole away on the Marta Russ, a German freighter ship. In 1913, at the
age of 18 or 19, he arrived in Paris. For several months he took odd jobs to
include taking a jab at boxing in his newly-adopted country until the Guns
of August interrupted the lives of Eugene Bullard and tens of millions of
other Europeans. Hearing the call to defend his newly adopted country,
Bullard joined the French Foreign Legion on his nineteenth birthday and
very quickly saw action against German forces. Bullard was not the only
American fighting for France: over 500 white Americans joined the French
military and maybe a dozen Blacks, to include another African American
boxer, Bob Scalon.

Bullard fought with a tenacity of purpose. Regardless if it was with a
machine gun or hand-to-hand combat with bayonets, Bullard’s bravery and
fighting spirit were legendary throughout the French military. The Battle of
Artois was, like so many battles of the Great War, horrific in the sheer
amount of loss of life. Bullard’s unit, which consisted of over 4,000 men,
was cut to pieces. Only about 27% of his unit survived that battle
unscathed. Bullard saw further action in Champagne and Verdun. Verdun
was particularly horrific. With tens upon tens of thousands of people
slaughtered by the new German “Big Bertha” artillery guns, some described
the carnage resembling a “Chicago slaughterhouse” as pieces of humans lay
all around, blown into trees, and ground into the very soil.

A piece of German shrapnel at Verdun killed four of Bullard’s comrades,
blew all but four teeth out of Bullard’s mouth, shattered one of his legs, and
ultimately ended his career as an infantryman. As he recovered, Bullard
found out that he was to be awarded France’s highest military honor for
bravery: the Croix de Guerre.



While Eugene Bullard fought for and in France years before the United
States would join the warring parties, Americans back home listened to
racially charged music such as the 1917 hit by Earl Fuller’s Famous Jazz
Band entitled A Coon Band Contest, or pre-war favorites such as A Cyclone
in Dark Town (Arthur Pryors Band, 1911), The Whistling Coon (Bill
Murray, 1911), and Mammy’s Shufflin’ Dance (The American Quartet,
1912). Needless to say, American popular culture during the first two
decades of the twentieth century was not sympathetic to race relations.

While recuperating in a French field hospital, William Irwin, an American
reporter for the Saturday Evening Post first introduced Americans to
Bullard, with a back-hand compliment, referring to him as a “black
Hercules ... not at all like the Negro we knew at home.”

Bullard’s injuries made him unfit for the infantry, but you did not need two
perfectly fine legs to fly an airplane and thus he entered a French flight
school in October of 1916 (African Americans will not be allowed to enroll
in American flight schools until well after the Great War). Seven months
later he was a full-fledged pilot and was assigned to the American flight
group, Lafayette Escadrille, which at that time operated under French
command as the United States would not officially join the war until April
of 1918.

Bullard flew with a Rhesus monkey as a co-pilot. He purchased the monkey
in Paris and named him “Jimmie.” Bullard’s nickname was the Black
Swallow of Death. His insignia, visible on the fuselage, was a red heart
with a knife through it and the words, "Tout le Sang qui coule est rouge!" -
"All blood runs red." He even shot down a German plane in his very first
dogfight and his skills as an aviator were legendary. With at least 78 bullet
holes in his aircraft, Bullard successfully landed from his first dogfight, got
the plan fixed, and immediately went back to the front. Bullard flew in at
least twenty combat missions.

By the time the war came to an end, Bullard has received every medal that
France could bestow on their military heroes. He was embraced by Charles
de Gaulle, the famous World War II-era French resistance leader and future
president of France. Bullard’s exploits were wildly publicized in French
newspapers but sadly there is no evidence that any mainstream American



newspaper reported on this war hero. One short reference to Bullard’s
career as an infantryman appeared in the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People’s (NAACP) publication The Crisis in
January of 1918.

Although Bullard experienced professional opportunities and enjoyed a
lifestyle that certainly was not equaled by most African Americans, France
was not a racially perfect society. With one year left in the war, the French
military suddenly ordered the removal of Bullard from the aviation corps
and placed back in an all-black infantry unit. This turn in Bullard’s career
was orchestrated by a white American doctor named Edmund Gros. Gros
did not support the use of blacks in any American aviation capacity, to
include ground crew. Although Bullard passed his required physical, to be a
pilot meant that you had to be an officer or be eligible to become an officer
and Bullard’s rank was Sergeant and he lacked the required education to
become an officer.

Ironically, Bullard escaped the US in search of racial equality and when he
found it, the US found him and stripped him of his status as an equal, even
during a time of war. Bullard was transferred to a remote mountain military
camp, approximately 300 miles south of Paris.

When the war came to a close, Bullard reappeared on the streets of Paris.
He was frequently attacked, verbally and physically, by white American
military officers. He tried to avoid the hotels, restaurants, and bars that were
frequented by American servicemen because those French public spots
tended to follow the Jim Crow laws and attitudes of the United States.
Bullard fraternized with French troops and French (white) women. US
intelligence kept one eye on Bullard and even tried to have him deported
back to his birth home when the US government feared that Bullard might
become a French citizen and thus could become a beacon of hope for other
African Americans. Bullard remained in France, sometimes traveling to
French or English colonial ports of call as part of a Franco-American jazz
band or even to compete in boxing matches. He married a French woman
and the couple had three children. The Bullards owned their own Parisian
nightclub where they employed the famous American singer Josephine
Baker and a young wanna-be-poet named Langston Hughes as a dishwasher



and cook. Bullard lived the life of what you might call middle-to-upper
class. But when the Germans returned in 1940 Bullard fled back to his
native country.

Bullard faded into history and certainly felt the slings and arrows of racial
segregation in the US during the post World War II era. In 1959 France
knighted Bullard for his bravery, valor, and service to the country during
World War I. White newspapers refused to cover the event. Bullard was
identified by a news reporter for NBC and was given a brief appearance on
the Today Show in December of 1959 to talk about his war experiences.
Bullard died in New York City in 1961. Lying in New York's Metropolitan
Hospital, he reportedly seized a friend's hand and gasped, "It's beautiful
over there." Then he died. France was indeed a mythical place for Eugene
Bullard. Unlike the United States between 1912 and 1922, France lacked
the levels of racial violence, racial bias, and racially-based laws and
customs. This chapter examines how we got involved in the war, why we
got involved in the war, and how the war altered, seemingly temporarily,
American ideas on liberty at home and our place in the world while
Americans continue to wrestle with the idea that “all men are created
equal.”

The World as it Should Be – Wilsonian Diplomacy

There is a tendency among historians to contrast the diplomatic philosophy
of Franklin Delano Roosevelt (US president during World War II) and
Woodrow Wilson (US president during World War I). Roosevelt was a
realist. He saw the world as it was, not as he wished it to be. He was
perfectly willing to support Latin American dictators provided that those
dictators also supported the United States. Wilson, however, was an idealist.
He saw the world as it should be, not as it was. He believed the US had a
special destiny to spread democracy, capitalism, and American religious
tenets all over the globe. For Wilson, foreign policy was missionary work.

There were five essential aspects of Wilson’s foreign policy philosophy.
First, Wilson generally upheld the idea that people should be ultimately
responsible for creating and maintaining the governments of their choosing,
or the right of every nation of self-determination as he called it. Second,
Wilson believed that people’s rights, liberties, and freedoms were best



guaranteed when promulgated in written constitutions. Third, Wilson was a
proponent of capitalism. Fourth, Wilson believed in universal disarmament.
Without a prevalence of weapons, the chance of future wars would dwindle,
he believed. Finally, Wilson saw the US as a redeemer nation: the US was
mandated by God to spread American blessings throughout the whole
world. Initially Wilson believed this particular US role could best be
accomplished by the United States remaining neutral after the war in
Europe began. However, as will be seen, by the early spring of 1917,
Wilson had changed his mind, believing that the US can only help fix the
world’s ills by joining the crusade to make the Great War “the war to end all
wars.” Interestingly, prior to the outbreak of war in Europe in the summer
of 1914, Wilsonian idealism was tested repeatedly in the nation’s own
backyard.

Woodrow Wilson, not unlike his predecessors, was intimately more
involved in Latin America than any other part of the world. Wilson’s
intervention in the affairs of many Latin American nations was
disingenuous and hypocritical; prior to becoming president, Wilson was
highly critical of Theodore Roosevelt’s heavy-handed imperialism and
interventionist policies in the Western Hemisphere and pledged he would
eschew such an approach. Within months of his inauguration, he sent
Marines into Nicaragua, ostensibly to protect American interests. Such a
move reflected a policy no different than Taft’s Dollar Diplomacy or TR’s
interventionist pursuits. In fact, Wilson invoked the Roosevelt Corollary to
justify US occupation of Nicaragua. The Marines remained in Nicaragua
until President Franklin Roosevelt ordered their removal in 1933. Wilson
sent William Jennings Bryan to negotiate a treaty with that nation’s most
powerful controlling family, Chamorro, led by General (and future dictator)
Emiliano Chamorro. The Bryan-Chamorro Treaty gave the US sole right to
build and maintain a canal through Nicaragua. The US Senate passed the
Nicaraguan Canal Treaty in 1916. It appeared that when it came to canal
building Wilson wanted to leave a legacy equal to that of his rival TR.

Wilson sent the US Marines into Haiti in 1915 and the following year into
the Dominican Republic. In both instances, Wilson’s believed the Marines
were necessary to bring stability to the hemisphere by ending the civil wars
and endemic violence that seemed to plague both of those countries.



Naturally Wilson hoped that with US “help” both Haiti and the Dominican
Republic would be transformed into pro-US democratic and capitalistic
national governments. The US failed in both instances. Haitians and
Dominicans until recently lived under corrupt and brutally oppressive
dictatorships and consequently suffered through constant civil war. The
U.S. rarely succeeded in creating democratic, capitalistic, pro-US regimes
as a result of military intervention (As will be seen in a later chapter, post-
World War Japan and Germany proved to be the exceptions).

Throughout most of its history the United States traditionally expanded its
frontiers and spread its political and economic values through the
acquisition of territory by purchase or peaceful negotiation: the Louisiana
Purchase (1803); Florida (1819), the Oregon country (1846), southern
Arizona and New Mexico—the Gadsden Purchase (1853), Alaska (1867),
and Guam (1899), to name a few. Thus in 1917 Wilson, with the consent of
Congress, purchased the Virgin Islands from Denmark.

Closer to home, and much more problematic for Wilson, was the issue of
the Mexican Revolution, which erupted in 1910 when lawfully elected
presidential candidate Francisco Madero triumphed at the polls over one of
Mexico’s longest-standing dictators, Porfirio Diaz. Although Diaz had
agreed to the election and had promised to step down if defeated, he
reneged, largely because he succumbed to foreign capitalist pressure led by
the United States to remain in power. Foreign investors were weary of
Madero, who had pledged during the campaign that he would nationalize all
foreign-owned enterprises, which by 1910, controlled most if not all of
Mexico’s most important industries—railroads, telegraph, telephone,
mining, and oil. Foreigners also controlled either directly or indirectly the
bulk of Mexico’s land. For example, American newspaper magnate,
William Randolph Hearst, owned ten million acres in the northern state of
Chihuahua. As a result Diaz’s close ties with foreign capitalists, if Madero
wanted to become Mexico’s president, he unfortunately had to take office
by force. Thus began the military aspect of the Mexican Revolution, a ten-
year-long bloodbath in which thousands of Mexicans died or fled across the
Rio Grande to the United States for safety.



Rallying to Madero were other anti-Diaz and anti-gringo leaders, whose
names have become legendary on both sides of the Rio Grande: Pancho
Villa, Emiliano Zapata, Alvaro Obregon, Plutarco Calles, and Venustiano
Carranza. Although many of these caudillos joined with Madero for
personal reasons and frequently engaged in outright banditry and murder in
“the name of the Revolution,” they nonetheless were united in their cause to
drive both Diaz, who they regarded as a gringo lackey, and all foreigners
out of Mexico. In 1911, Madero, with the help of such individuals, defeated
Diaz’s forces and the former president fled to Cuba and eventually to Spain,
where he lived the remainder of his life.

However, no sooner did Madero take office than counter-revolutionary,
right-wing military leaders in collusion with foreign capitalists conspired to
overthrow his government. In 1913 General Victoriano Huerta succeeded in
toppling via a coup d’etat, the Madero regime. Madero was held prisoner
for a few days then along with his entire family and cabinet, brutally
executed by Huerta henchmen. Madero’s murder had the full-fledged
support of the foreign capitalists and their respective legations. With Huerta
in power the European and American businesses could now continue their
exploitation of Mexico’s resources and industries and its people for their
own private profit. Despite the backing of United States and European
capitalists, Huerta could not quell the fires of revolution. Villa, Zapata, and
the other pro-Madero chieftains formed uneasy alliances to overthrow the
Huerta regime.

The US had been less than dedicated to their support of any one Mexican
official and to make matters more nebulous, some Mexican leaders were
fighting against the old regime in Mexico as well as US corporate interests
in Mexico. For example, a man named Francisco Villa was initially
supported by the United States, until a more “democratic” fellow named
Venustiano Carranza won the fancy of President Wilson. Wilson’s support
for Carranza resulted in Villa launching attacks against US interests on the
Mexican side of the US-Mexican border, until the fall of 1916 when Villa
raided the New Mexican town of Columbus, killing at least twenty
Americans in the process and resulting in Wilson ordering the US Army to
invade Mexico.



Under the leadership of General John “Blackjack” Pershing, the US military
force included many elements of National Guards from Texas, New
Mexico, and Arizona. Pershing’s task was to locate and arrest Villa. Not
only did Pershing fail to capture Villa, but American and Mexican forces
clashed resulting on the deaths of both American and Mexican troops.
Wilson will order Pershing out of Mexico in early 1917 in order to prepare
the US for its participation in the war to end all wars.

Causes for the Great War

Some of the long-range causes of the war include militarism, nationalism,
and secret alliances. Many European powers had been developing new
weapons such as machine guns and the airplane. Although national borders
such as Russia, Austria, and France were clearly delineated by 1914, ethno-
linguistic ties transcended seemingly artificial national borders. For
example, many French citizens living in the Alsace-Lorraine region of
western France spoke German and some smaller areas of the Austrian
Empire had religious and language ties to Russia, such as the Serbs. Finally,
what made this war different was the long list of countries who promised to
mobilize their forces in support of other countries in times of international
duress. For example, England had an agreement with France in which
England would mobilize its forces if Germany ever threatened France and
Russia had pledged to support (militarily if necessary) the Slavic-speaking,
Orthodox-praying Christians living amongst Muslims in the southern tip of
the Austria-Hungarian Empire.

The immediate cause of the war was the assassination of the Austrian Arch
Duke Franz Ferdinand (the number two man in Austria) at the hands of
Russian-leaning separatists in Serbia. Austria demanded that Serb officials
hand over the assassins. When they failed to do so, Austria threatened to
invade. That threat prompted Germany to mobilize its forces. Germany had
an agreement with Austria that the former would mobilize to protect the
latter’s eastern flank fearing Russia might come to the aid of the Serbs.

Diplomacy failed and war came, again, to Europeans in the summer of
1914. Unlike previous wars, this one proved to be horrific in the sheer
number of causalities. For example, the First Battle of the Marne
(September 1914) resulted in over 500,000 casualties among German,



French, and British forces. Europe will eventually lose an entire generation
of men before the guns fall silent on the eleventh hour, of the eleventh day,
of the eleventh month of 1918.

Wilsonian Neutrality

Wilson asked Americans to be extreme and impartial in their neutrality. He
asked Americans to be impartial in thought, word, and action. His reasons
for this extreme impartiality were many. First, Wilson was concerned about
how a protracted European conflict would affect the American economy.
Second, there was a pervasive fear towards German immigrants. Wisconsin,
Illinois, Michigan, Minnesota, and South and North Dakota saw massive
increases in their German populations following the decades after the Civil
War. Some wondered if those immigrants would support their newly-
adopted land or their motherland. Third, why should the US pick a side?
There was no reason to believe that this war would be any different from
the other European conflicts that the US did not participate such as the
Balkan War, Franco-Prussian War, or the Crimean War.

Finally, Woodrow Wilson dreamed about creating what he called the “New
World Order.” Only be remaining neutral would the US be in the best
position (economically, militarily, politically, and diplomatically) to remake
the world following fourteen simple ideas. Called his “Fourteen Points
Address,” Wilson announced very specific American war aims in January
of 1917 only after he failed to get England and France to issue their own
vision for the world.

The Unmanly Business of Submarine Warfare

Wilson will inevitably use German submarine warfare, to which he called a
“cruel and unmanly business,” as one of his justifications for going to war
although that pretext will be based on the idea of neutral rights. Challenges
to American neutrality came predominantly from England. The Royal Navy
threw up an undeclared blockade and mined the North Sea. Both of these
actions flew in the face of international agreements, such as the 1899 and
1907 Hague Conventions. In addition, England armed merchant ships,
which was strictly prohibited by international covenants. England stopped
US ships and confiscated US property that appeared on England’s list of



items that they would not allow to be sold or traded during war. England
blacklisted American companies that traded with neutral countries
suspected of trading with Germany or its allies. England routinely stopped
US mail ships, confiscated letters and packages, opened the US mail, and
then censured or destroyed what England decided was counter to their war
efforts.

After numerous English violations of international agreements, Germany
declared that they would alter their tactics to include firing on suspected
merchant ships that were armed or English ships trying to evade attack by
flying the flags of neutral countries. Ultimately, Germany warned all ships
flying neutral flags to stay away from English waters. In August of 1915 a
German U-boat attacked a British ship and when a nearby merchant ship
(Arabic) flying the English flag came to rescue the survivors, that ship too
was torpedoed. The dead included two Americans. The German
government was quick to apologize and promised the US to never fire on
merchant ships without offering sufficient warnings and only after securing
the safety of non-combatants. In 1916 German officials authorized its naval
commanders to attack armed merchant ships, but not passenger ships. A
French passenger ferry, the Sussex, was torpedoed by a German U-boat,
resulting in the deaths of many French, but no American, citizens. Wilson
once again waged his diplomatic finger in the face of Germany demanding
that they cease these attacks. Germany, probably fearing that the US might
enter the war after all, declared that they will no longer attack any civilian
ship without first securing the safety of its non-combatants. This was
known as the Sussex Pledge.

Interestingly enough, these attacks, promises, threats, and pledges all
followed on the heels of the greatest loss of civilian life on the high seas. In
the early spring of 1915, carrying nearly 2,000 passengers from the US to
England, the British luxury liner Lusitania was hit by a single torpedo from
a German submarine. The ship sunk in less than ten minutes and with the
loss of nearly 1200 of its passengers, including many Americans. The
German government tried to warn Americans by taking out advertising in
dozens of US newspapers:



“TRAVELLERS intending to embark on the Atlantic voyage are reminded
that a state of war exists between Germany and her allies and Great Britain
and her allies; that the zone of war includes the waters adjacent to the
British Isles; that, in accordance with formal notice given by the Imperial
German Government, vessels flying the flag of Great Britain, or any of her
allies, are liable to destruction in those waters and that travellers sailing in
the war zone on the ships of Great Britain or her allies do so at their own
risk.”

American businessmen, possibly in cooperation with the Wilson
administration, did indeed place arms, explosives, and other forms of
ammunition aboard the Lusitania, which was a clear violation of the
separation of civilian and military ships. That may have something to do
with the sinking of the ship in but one torpedo (German intelligence indeed
found the weapons of mass destruction). Other theories include the torpedo
explosion triggered the explosion of coal dust, as well as problems with the
ship’s authorities’ inability to order the hatches and other doors shut on time
(the same issues plagued the Lusitania’s twin ship, Titanic just a few years
earlier). Nevertheless, the sinking of the largest, fastest, luxury ship in the
world did not propel the US to officially enter the war even though some of
America’s leading families lost loved ones (such as the Vanderbilts). The
US will not declare war until there is a direct threat to American
sovereignty.

The German government feared that the US would soon enter the war and
thus in their final attempt to keep the American’s from throwing their full
weight behind the Allies, Germany considered adding a new country to
their side of the might – Mexico. Arthur Zimmermann, German Foreign
Secretary, sent an encoded telegram to Heinrich von Eckardt, the German
Ambassador in Mexico in January of 1917. The telegram was intercepted
by British intelligence on Galveston Island (located about 30 miles south of
Houston, Texas), decoded, and handed over to President Wilson a month
later:

“We intend to begin on the 1st of February unrestricted submarine warfare.
We shall endeavor in spite of this to keep the United States of America
neutral. In the event of this not succeeding, we make Mexico a proposal of



alliance on the following basis: make war together, make peace together,
generous financial support and an understanding on our part that Mexico is
to reconquer the lost territory in Texas, New Mexico and Arizona.”

The telegram was widely published in American newspapers beginning on
March 1 , 1917. A month will go by before Wilson asks and Congress
gives him a declaration of war. Yet between those times, Wilson gave his
second inaugural address. He talked about the economic soundness of the
country and only in the most cursory way touched upon the storm clouds on
the horizon. He called for peace and for everyone who loves liberty and
justice. Wilson debated with himself, with his friends, and with his cabinet
over what the US should do next. Wilson did not chose the path of war
lightly, because, as Wilson confided to the editor of The World, Frank Cobb,
“Once lead these people into war . . . they'll forget there ever was such a
thing as tolerance ... the spirit of ruthless brutality will enter into the very
fiber of our national life ... every man who refused to conform would have
to pay the penalty." In other words, Wilson feared that war would forever
change this nation.

Going to War with the Army you Have, not the Army you Want

In late 2004, US Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld was posed a series
of questions from US troops in Kuwait including questions about their lack
of preparedness for an entrenched conflict. Specialist Thomas Wilson (278
Regimental Combat Team, Tennessee National Guard) asked, “"Why do we
soldiers have to dig through local landfills for pieces of scrap metal and
compromised ballistic glass to uparmor [sic] our vehicles?” Rumsfeld
replied, “As you know, you have to go to war with the Army you have, not
the Army you want.” Eighty-seven years earlier, the US found itself
declaring to enter a war that it was not prepared to fight.

On April 2 , 1917, Wilson asked for and shortly thereafter received a
declaration of war against Germany –not Austria, the Ottoman Empire, or
any of other two dozen or so countries that were fighting against the Allies.
The Senate voted 82 to 6 to declare war on Germany on April 4, 1917; the
House concurred on April 6 by a vote of 373 to 50. Jeannette Rankin of
Montana, the first woman to serve in the House of Representatives, was
among those who voted against the war. "I want to stand by my country, but
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I cannot vote for war," declared Rankin. Later on, she clarified her decision
to vote against going to war on the grounds that “I knew that we were asked
to vote for a commercial war [and] that none of the idealistic hopes would
be carried out.”  

Over fifty members of the House agreed with Rankin, to include the
Chairman of the House Ways and Means Committee, Claude Kitchin (D-
NC). Kitchin rejected the call to war believing that those who will be called
to fight and die will not be the ones who declared the war to begin with:
“Let me once remind the House that it takes neither moral nor physical
courage to declare a war for others to fight.” The US was simply not
prepared to fight a protracted European conflict, which some Americans
seem well aware of. The author of The Klansman (turned into the movie
Birth of a Nation) wrote a sequel that was turned into a movie in 1916
called Fall of a Nation, portraying goose-stepping, spiked-helmet-sporting
Germans marching over this country. The movie was a clear shot at US
pacifists in general, and President Wilson in particular.

General Leonard Wood, a one-time US military commander of Cuba, was
Wilson’s Chief of Staff until 1914. Wilson and Wood diverged on their
interpretations of US preparation for war with the former fearing that
preparing for war would necessarily lead to war and the latter a proponent
of creating and maintaining a standing army as a matter of policy in
general.

One immediate concern that Wilson tackled was the diversity of Americans
(especially all those German immigrants). Thus, Wilson created the
Committee on Public Information (CPI). Led by George Creel, the CPI was
tasked with ensuring that American opinion favored US intervention and
supported a possible protracted conflict. One thing the CPI did was to work
with Hollywood and produce a series of huber-patriotic movies depicting
clear and explicit differences between the liberty-loving Americans and the
German animals, such as “The Claws of the Hun” and “The Kaiser: The
Beast of Berlin”.

Creel created a pool of amateur speakers who were tasked with giving
targeted speeches to specific ethnic crowds in support of the US war effort.
These speakers were supposed to make their points in no more than four



minutes and thus in an homage to the Revolution, Creel named these on-call
speakers, “Four-Minute Men.” According to Creel, over 75,000 speakers
gave an estimated 7.5 million speeches. Major ethnic groups such as Jews,
Germans, and even American Indians were targeted to ensure their support
for the war. Rabbi A.G. Robinson of New York reported that Jewish
speakers reached “about 25,000 people per week. We expect soon to have
every Jewish audience in a motion-picture house or a Jewish playhouse
addressed by a Jewish playhouse addressed by a Jewish speaker.”

German-American communities were asked to take “The Pledge” (a pledge
supporting the US against the Huns). Progressive era groups, such as the
American Protective Association, targeted homes with German sounding
names to ensure that there were no pictures of the Kaiser on their walls.
American flags blossomed all over the country, like tulips and daffodils in
the spring. A new group, the Boy Scouts of America, sold war bonds and
collected money, rubber, and tin in support of the war effort. German
groups and clubs were banned, closed, and at times burned by those liberty
and justice-loving Americans.

Robert Prager, a German-born American refused to sign the Pledge. One
evening members of the local “Council of Defense” (an ultrapatriotic group
self-tasked with routing out all anti-American, as they defined anti-
American, Americans) knocked on his front door. They gave him one final
chance to sign the Pledge. When Prager refused someone in the crowd
shouted “Get the rope!” According to Prager, “The first I knew was when
the rope was about my neck and around my body under my arms.” He
escaped being lynched.

Women also joined in the preparation efforts. Women took jobs in US
weapons factories (a precursor of things to come in the 1940s), they sold
Liberty Bonds at church, school, and social functions; they led clothing
drives for soldiers and immigrants; they ran canteens for American service
men in England, and over 10,000 American women volunteered as Red
Cross nurses in France. Women’s organizations put their work on the back
burner in order to help in the total war effort. For example, the National
American Women’s Suffrage Association (NAWSA) sponsored mobile field
hospitals in France and England and urged their female workers and



supporters to go to western Europe to staff those hospitals. NAWSA leaders
were even concerned that Jeannette Rankin’s “no” vote would cast a pall on
the organization because Rankin was a well-know member as well as an
activist in the NAWSA. Yet, these were volunteer organizations and thus
were not mandated by the federal government.

The Draft

Congress reluctantly passed the Selective Service Act on May 15 , 1917.
Also known as the draft, this Act required all men between the ages of 18
and 30 to register with the federal government. The federal government also
advertised. One poster, from the Tank Corps Recruiting Office in
Washington, DC, took a rather tongue-in-cheek approach to attracting the
attention of patriotic men:

Wanted: Husky Young Americans, College or University Training
Desirable, Though Not Essential to Tour to Berlin Via France and No
Man's Land ... :

Join the Tanks.

“Hello Girls”

The federal government needed thousands of people to work directly for the
US Army in the Signal Corps or as civilian telephone operators presumably
women to free up civilian male operators to enter the ranks of the Signal
Corps. “Amateur wireless operators, women typists, and all other young
men and women possessing the fundamentals of grammar and high school
education” were urged to heed the call of the War Department. Western
Union, the largest US telegraph company, was training 2,500 people to meet
the domestic needs of the communication giant in order for the company’s
more seasoned operators to join the war effort in early May of 1917.

There were two jobs for women eager to serve in uniform: nurses and in the
Signal Corps. Male members of the Signal Corps were stationed in the
trenches, while female members performed communications duties
primarily for the various US military headquarters in France such as the
First Army, located in Verdun. Technically, women were not full members
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of the military and although they sported rank on their shoulders, they were
not considered veterans. Not unlike women during other wars, the federal
government was slow to recognize their work as sufficiently critical to the
overall mission as to qualify these women as veterans. The US government
did not bestow veteran status on the women of the US Army Signal Corps
until towards the end of the Carter administration. To those who relied on
their bravery, patriotism, and courage, the women of the US Army Signal
Corps were known as “Hello Girls.”

The first group of women to join the ranks of the US Army had to be fluent
in both English and French. Approximately 300 American women
volunteered and after training that included self-defense (just in case their
units were overrun by Germans) more than 75% of those original volunteers
were sent to Europe with the rank of lieutenant (the same rank as female
nurses). They were subject to the same military regulations (Court Martial)
as their male counterparts, plus ten other rules supposedly to protect
women’s virtue. Yet, those additional rules seem to have disappeared into
the historical abyss, not unlike the details of the women who served this
country as unequal citizens as American women did not enjoy universal
suffrage, such as the nineteen-year-old Oleda Joure, from Marine City,
Michigan. Of course, by the time Joure turned 21, the Nineteenth
Amendment will be adopted and this veteran of the Great War will be
allowed to vote.

Most of these telephone operators were stationed with Pershing at
Chaumont, but they also served throughout France and England.
Distinctions were far and few between but one decorated woman Signal
Corps volunteer was Grace Banker, the chief operator for the First Army
headquarters. She received a Distinguished Service Medal for her wartime
efforts. This was a new award, authorized by Congress in the summer of
1918, went “to persons other than members of the Armed Forces of the
United States for wartime services only.” In other words, this was a medal
for civilians only.

Shortly after the Armistice went into effect, nearly all of the women of the
US Army Signal Corps were rotated back to the United States. In 1919, the
chief of the Signal Corp reported that “[t]he use of women operators



throughout the entire war was decidedly a success…”. Although the federal
government will not act on their advise, the American Medical Association
and the US Surgeon General, Major General William Gorgas supported
granting military rank to women who served as doctors and surgeons
“engaged in war work.”

African Americans and the Great War

Over 400,000 African-Americans entered the ranks of the US military
during World War I. As the US was a segregated society, so too was the
military which consisted of all-white and all-black units. The latter included
such famous and highly decorated units as the 369th Infantry known as the
“Harlem Hell Fighters,” the 803rd Pioneer Infantry Band, No. 16, and the
370th Regiment, Illinois National Guard, to name a few. Most “all-black”
units were under the control of white officers and such was the case of Col.
William Hayward and the Harlem Hell Fighters. That unit was one of the
most highly decorated US military units of the war. They were the first US
unit to be awarded the French Croix de Guerre. Pershing “loaned” the 369
to France and thus this nearly-all-black unit saw some of the most brutal
combat to include Chateau-Thierry and Belleau Wood where nearly 10,000
Allied troops were killed or wounded. They spent 191 days in the trenches
(longer than any unit from either side) and they were the first allied unit to
cross the Rhine.

Much of the 369  consisted of a popular band led by James Reese Europe.
Europe was promoted to Lieutenant and this band leader was also the
highest ranking black soldier in the unit.

The federal government created a new officer training school in Iowa where
over 1,000 African-American men received commissions as officers for the
war. The country’s first black graduate of the US Military Academy West
Point, Charles Young who saw combat in Cuba, the Philippines, Haiti and
Mexico was not allowed to command troops in Europe.

Many prominent African-Americans joined the military to include
Napoleon Marshall, Spotswood Poles, and James Reese Europe. Poles was
a well-known and very talented centerfielder for the New York Lincoln
Giants (a Harlem-located baseball team in the Negro League). But Reese
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was probably the most nationally-known African-American. Reese was a
Harlem bandleader and possibly the most popular song writer of the early
twentieth century. His music inspired new dance steps, led to the creation of
new night clubs, and almost single-handedly developed dancing as a
popular form of entertainment among young people. In 1914, Europe’s
orchestra (usually known as Europe’s Society Orchestra) became the first
black band to record commercially in the United States. The orchestra’s
benefactors, Vernon and Irene Castle, aligned the new dance steps in
accordance with Europe’s syncopated music and thus social dancing was
born. When the men of the 369  mustered out of the service in early 1919,
Europe began writing and recording popular songs that capitalized on his
war-time experiences. Songs such “On Patrol In No Man's Land” evoked
feelings of patriotism while under fire from a German mortar barrage

Europe will not live long enough to capitalize on his post-war fame. In
early May of 1919, just days after Reese and his band completed a grueling
recording session for Pathe Records, the group was playing a live
performance in Boston when an argument developed between Europe and
one of his drummers, Herbert Wright. Wright whipped out a knife and
stabbed Europe in the neck. Europe died at the hospital. Newspapers
reported the loss with the banner “Jazz King is Dead”. Reese was buried at
Arlington National Cemetery.

It is unclear why Reese enlisted in the New York National Guard. Maybe it
was patriotism. Maybe he heard the call from such black leaders as W.E.B.
Du Bois. Du Bois believed that blacks had a duty to serve in the military as
a way of demonstrating their intelligence, bravery, and patriotism to white
Americans. Thus, Du Bois publicly called upon African Americans to
enlist, fight and if necessary lay down their lives for the United States. “If
this is our country,” said Du Bois, “then this is our war. We must fight it
with every ounce of blood and treasure.”

African-Americans also supported the war effort as civilians, such as
Emmett J. Scott. Scott spent most of his career working for the NAACP, to
include eighteen years as the private secretary of Booker T. Washington.
When the US declared war on Germany, President Wilson wanted a
spokesman for Black troops in the War Department and thus Scott became a
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special assistant to Newton Baker, the Secretary of War, overseeing the
recruitment, training, and overall morale of Africa-American troops.

None of these actions or personalities curtailed Jim Crow. For example,
African-American troops from California and Wyoming had been sent a
training camp in Houston, Texas. White and Hispanic Houstonians were not
terribly happy to see the influx of black people. Houston, like most southern
cities, supported a system of codified racism to include preventing blacks
from riding trolleys, eating at certain restaurants, and gathering in most
public places.

One hot, sticky August day a young African-American recruit tried to stop a
Houston cop from beating an Africa-American woman. The cop, Lee
Sparks, turned his club against the recruit, who was quickly dragged to jail.
A non-commissioned officer named Charles Baltimore investigated the
incident and for his troubles he too was arrested. While both troops were
eventually released, an armed group of black troops launched an attack on
the police station. In the ensuring melee, fifteen people died including five
policemen and six blacks (four of whom were in the Army).

Sixty-three African-American troops will be arrested and charged with
mutiny. At the first of several courts martial, thirteen African-American
soldiers were found guilty and sentenced to death, including Corporal
Baltimore. Seven more troops will be executed in the second trial, and
dozens will be confined to jail raging from 24 months to life at the final
court martial proceedings. Race riots were not limited to war-time America
(New Orleans 1900, Atlanta 1902 and 1906, Springfield, IL 1908) yet their
numbers and intensity increased between 1916 and 1923, especially evident
when those tens of thousands of African-American troops started coming
home from the war.

Sometimes Jim Crow was successfully challenged, even for the brief length
of the US involvement in the war. For example, in Rocky Mount, North
Carolina a white floor manager in a textile factory was accused by his black
female workers of verbally abusing the women and so they walked off their
jobs in protest. According to the Norfolk Journal and Guide, “[w]hen the
superintendent learned of the trouble later in the day he immediately began
to visit the homes of the operatives asking them to return to work. The



offending white manager was discharged and the girls returned to their
work with no loss of time.”

Finally, the war resulted in a major wave of African-American migration
from the South. Blacks were certainly living in northern towns before
World War I, however the sheer number of factories in support of the war
effort was a powerful pull factor. For example, Gary, Indiana and Detroit,
Michigan experienced an increase in black populations between 1910 and
1920 - nearly 1300% and 611% respectively. New York City, which already
had a well-established black population of over 90,000 in 1910, witnessed
its black population increase by 66% by 1920.

“Sammee! Sammee! Vive Sammee!”

In 1918, a Yankee of Irish roots named George M. Cohan penned a patriotic
ditty that played all over this broad land when young men were asked by
President Woodrow Wilson to drop their plow shears, leave their factory
jobs, and enter the ranks of the US military to prevent Germany from
running roughshod over Europe. Cohan grew up entertaining Americans.
His family consisted of vaudeville performs during the Gilded Age but
settled down in the early twentieth century, which allowed George to focus
his energies on writing songs for his adopted town of New York,
specifically for Broadway. On the eve of the US entry into World War II,
Congress presented Cohan with a Congressional Medal of Honor in large
measure for both his body of patriot work as well as the unofficial US
anthem during the Great War, Over There that included the famous chorus:

Over there, over there, send the word, send the word over there, that the
Yanks are coming, the Yanks are coming, the drums rum tumming every
where. So prepare, say a prayer, Send the word, send the word to beware,
we'll be over, we're coming over, and we won't come back till it's over, over
there.

Andrew Carp’s 1917 addition to patriotic war music I Have Come to Say
Good-Bye includes specific reasons why the US is in the war to include
fighting for freedom, in defense of American liberties, to make the world
safe for democracy. Other songwriters such as William Hart and Eddie
Nelson focused on the fringe benefits of serving overseas, such as in their



1918 song When Yankee Doodle Learns to Parlez Vous Francais: “He will
call each girlie ‘Ma Cherie’, To every Miss that wants a kiss he'll saw Wee,
Wee On Ze Be, On Ze Bou, On Ze Boule, Boulevard, With a girl, with a
curl, you can see him promenade When Yankee Doodle learns to Parlez
vous Francais, ‘Oo La La, Sweet Papa’ he will teach them all to say.”

None of those reasons were evident in the letters written to Bess Wallace by
her finance and officer in the US Army. In his first letter to Miss Wallace
the thirty-four-year old Harry Truman gushed with pride over his recent
military experience. I “fired five hundred rounds at the Germans . . . been
shelled, didn’t run away . . . and never lost a man,” wrote Truman to
Wallace on September 1 , 1918. Truman sent numerous letters home,
keeping his fiancé up to date with the places where he fought, the people
under his command, the fallibility of German soldiers as well as German
bomb-making technology, and his hope that Bess will keep writing. “Please
keep on writing because it helps put the pep into me,” he told her in early
October. He also became more personal as the battles waged on. Truman
arrived back in the US in early spring of 1919. Less than two months later
the Trumans were married. They settled in Kansas City where Harry opened
up a haberdashery with his Army buddy, Eddie Jacobson. Harry will die the
day after Christmas in 1972. His wife, Bess, will live another decade, dying
in 1982 at the age of 97.

American troops were known by many names, to include the pejorative
“doughboy.” There are many theories as to how and when this term entered
the American lexicon. Some historians believe the word is based in the US
Civil War. Union officers, from the vantage point of their horses, looked
down upon rows of Northern troops whose headgear suggested rising
muffins or small loaves of yeast rolls. Others argue that “doughboy” was a
synonym only for a soldier, not Marines or members of the US Navy.

Yet, when American troops officially began arriving under the command
and control of Pershing, French citizens shouted their support for the
“Sammees.” A line from a 1917 song with the geographically challenged
title I Don’t Know where I’m Going, But I’m On My Way included the line
“Uncle Sammy is calling me so I must go.” On July 2 , 1917, Wythe
Williams, a reporter for the New York Times noted this shift in terminology:
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“The ‘Sammees’ are American regulars,” reported Williams, “no longer are
they ‘doughboys.’” Williams predicted that “Sammee” will one day be as
synonymous with US soldiers as “Tommy” is for British troops or “Poilu”
(“poilus” is the plural) for French fighters. Lazare Ponticelli, the last poilu
of the trenches died in early March of 2008 at the age of 110. The last
surviving Tommy to see combat in the trenches is Henry John Patch, who
was born June 17, 1898.

One Sammee was named Frank Woodruff Buckles. He was born in rural
Missouri in 1901. Sixteen years later he tried to enlist in the military.
Buckles had dreamed of serving his country since he was a young boy.
“When I was 12 or 13, I slept on the floor” to prepare for a soldier’s life, he
said. Initially, Buckles tried to enlist in the Marines. He visited a recruiting
booth at the Kansas state fair in 1917. “I said that I was 18, but the
understanding sergeant said that I was too young. I had to be 21.” He
returned to the recruiting booth and was rejected by another Marine
recruiter. Determined to serve his country, he traveled to a Navy recruiting
office in Oklahoma, where he was promptly denied enlistment. He tried
enlisting in the Marines once more time before coming across an Army
recruiter who did not press the age issue. Besides, said Buckles, he told the
Army recruiter that his small town did not keep birth records and so the
recruiter allowed the fifteen-year-old to enlist, believing he was eighteen.
On August 14 , 1917, Buckles joined the US Army.

He drove ambulances and worked in various administration positions in
England and France. He returned to the US onboard the USS Pocahontas in
late 1919 and was discharged by January of 1920 after serving in a unit
escorting German prisoners back to Germany. Buckles had $114 in his
pocket and escaped all injury. As of February of 2009, Buckles is the last
living US veteran of the Great War at the age of 107.

Very little was known a bout the arrival of the first American troops except
that their supplies included plenty of tobacco. “The American censor was
the first man on the job,” Wythe Williams reported. “Sammee! Sammee!
Vive Samme!” shouted the French crowd as the first Americans arrived.

Known as the American Expeditionary Force (AEF), some five million men
and women entered the ranks of the US military with a little over two
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million being sent to Europe under the command and control of Pershing
and the AEF.

Although Americans fought under British and French control for years
(such as the American pilots who flew with the French military, to include
Eugene Bullard), the first official battle that Americans participated as the
AEF was the battle of Chateau-Thierry when approximately 70,000 US
troops (to include all-black military units under French control and US
Marines under Pershing’s control) helped stop a German thrust. AEF and
French troops then launched a counter-offensive, driving back German
forces. With at least 250,000 American troops and a massive amount of
military equipment entering English ports each month, the war was quickly
coming to an end. In the early fall of 1918, Pershing and the AEF took
control of the southern front.

The war came to an end on November 11 , 1918 at 11am. Although over
200,000 Americans were wounded and 113,000 troops died (around 52,000
in battle and 60,000 from non-combat issues such as disease), the relative
short nature of the US role in the war saved the United States from
experiencing the horror of trench warfare and the massive loss of lives
which were the reality for Russian, German, French, and English people.

Military and civilian deaths for Great Britain topped one million, 1.7
million for France, 2.3 million for Russia, and 2.5 million for Germany.
About 500,000 people were killed or wounded during the First Battle of
Marne (1914), 230,000 at the Battle of Ypres (1914), and 700,000 at Verdun
(1916). The massive destruction of human life would not be experienced by
the United States, until the troops began returning home. Nevertheless,
Americans will remain in Germany, as an occupying force, until 1926,
when Germany is allowed to join the League of Nations.

(End of Part I)
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Great War (Part II)
This is the second part of a two-part chapter on the Great War. It is part of a
larger, free e-textbook that can be used in a US History survey course.

Curbing Dissent at Home

The Spirit of ’76 was envisioned as another patriotic movie. Set during the
American Revolution, the idea behind the movie was that the colonists were
unprepared to battle let alone win in a war against the largest, best military
in the world. In the end, Americans were victorious and thus the message of
the movie was that we were unprepared before yet we did what was
necessary to win and we are unprepared now yet we will again do what is
necessary to beat down the proud. The director of the movie, Robert
Goldstein (a Jewish American of German descent) portrayed the British as
not only the enemy (which they were) but unfortunately for him also
decided to portray British acts of brutality (which there were many). It was
an ill-fated decision for Goldstein because when the movie came out (1917)
the British were our allies and thus portraying our allies in unfavorable light
brought not only ridicule upon Goldstein, but also his arrest and
imprisonment. He was arrested for and found guilt of breaking the 1918
Sedition Act by showing the two war-time allies (Great Britain and the US)
fighting against one another. Wilson will cut short his ten-year sentence
with a presidential pardon after serving 18 months in prison.

One of the first victims of nearly every US war is the First Amendment.
Luckily, it is a resilient piece of work and thus will bounce back. The Alien
Act (1917) and the Sedition Act temporarily trumped American’s rights to
religious freedom, speak freely, publish freely, or to freely petition the
government. The Espionage Act made it a crime to pass information with
the intent of harming the success of American armed forces. Eugene Debs
(labor leader, Socialist, perennial presidential candidate) was arrested for
making an anti-American speech. He was tried and found guilty under the
Espionage Act, even thought the Act did not specifically prohibit speaking
against the government. Thus, to shore up the Espionage Act, Congress
passed the Sedition Act which expressly prohibited speaking, writing,
publishing or allowing to speak, write or publish anything against the
federal government, the US war effort, or its allies or “incite



insubordination, disloyalty, mutiny, or refusal of duty, in the military or
naval forces of the United States” to include interfering with recruitment
operations.

The Attorney General, Thomas Gregory, instructed the Postmaster General,
Albert Burleson, to censure and if necessary discontinue delivering any
anti-American or pro-German mail (letters, magazines, and newspapers).
Gregory supported the work of the American Protective League’s (APL).
The APL curbed dissent at home by compelling German-Americans to sign
a pledge of allegiance. The APL also conducted extra-governmental
surveillance on pro-German activities and organizations (such as unions).

Gregory and Burleson targeted thousands of suspected enemies of the state
to include such prominent Socialists as Eugene Debs, Mary Harris Jones
(aka “Mother Jones), Emma Goldstein and Max Eastman because of their
use of the US mail to distribute what Gregory and Burleson considered to
be un-American literature. Besides Socialist newspapers such as The Call,
Burleson prohibited the delivery of what he considered to be anti-British
publications such as The Irish World and The Gaelic American.

Anti-German fervor during the Great War resulted in the renaming of
German (or German-sounding) food. Sauerkraut became liberty cabbage.
Frankfurters became hot dogs, and Salisbury Steak turned into meat loaf.
The American Defense Society (an organization established to protect the
US in the wake of the Lusitania sinking), with President Teddy Roosevelt
as its honorary president, petitioned Congress to prohibit the study of
German in all public schools. They also called for compulsory military
training for all men between 18 and 21, and for “greater activity in the
internment of enemy aliens and sympathizers.”

Extralegal organizations, such as the Wisconsin Loyalty League sought to
control their relatively large German population as well as their own elected
officials who questioned the war. For example, Wisconsin Senator Bob
LaFollette, a Progressive Democrat, decried American entry into the war on
the basis that the US had indeed been breaking international law by
shipping explosives on civilian ships (such as the Lusitania) and thus going
to war to protect neutral rights was absurd. Ex-president Teddy Roosevelt



called LaFollette a “shadow Hun” and “the most sinister enemy of
democracy in the United States.”

Wisconsin voters from the industrial southeast part of the state seemed to
side with LaFollette because the voters of Milwaukee, the state’s largest
city, elected a string of Socialist mayors to include Emil Seidel (1910-1916)
and the longest sitting Socialist politician on US history, Daniel Hoan
(1916-1940). They also sent this nation’s first Socialist congressman to the
US House of Representatives: Victor Berger (1910-1912, 1918-1920, 1922-
1928). Wisconsin voters seemed to be out of step with the majority of
American leader such as Gregory. “May God have mercy on [dissenters],”
said the US Attorney General, “for they need expect none from an outraged
people and an avenging government.”

In early September, Congress passed a bill that required all German-
language newspapers published in the United States to print an English
translation “of any comment respecting the Government of the United
States, or of any nation with which Germany is at war, its policies,
international relations, the state or conduct of the war, or any matter relating
thereto,” according to Senator William King (D-Utah) in his attempt to rid
this country of newspapers that spread, as he called it, “the blackest
treason.”

In 1919, the US Supreme Court upheld the constitutionality of the
Espionage and Sedition Acts. Charles Schenck was one of the leaders of the
Socialist Party of America and as such oversaw the distribution of
pamphlets, to include tens of thousands sent to men of draft age, urging
them to not serve if drafted arguing that the draft violated the Thirteenth
Amendment. In a unanimous decision, the thrice-wounded Civil War
veteran Chief Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr, stated “[w]hen a nation is
at war many things that might be said in time of peace are such a hindrance
to its effort that their utterance will not be endured so long as men fight, and
that no Court could regard them as protected by any constitutional right.” In
other words, the needs of the state supersede the needs of the individual and
thus dissent was codified.

Armistice did not end anti-German hysteria. While most Americans were
celebrating the end of the war, 38 “dangerous enemy aliens” were rounded



up in New York and were sent to Fort Oglethorpe, Georgia for
undetermined lengths of time, to include three officers of the Bayer
Company (a German pharmaceutical firm known for its aspirin that opened
a branch office in the United States in the early twentieth century).

The Home Front

In 1914, Congress passed the Smith-Lever Act, which created the
Cooperative Extension Service in order to develop more effective
agricultural and animal husbandry classes, programs, and use in and of land
grant institutions such as Washington State University, Texas Agriculture &
Mining, and the University of Wisconsin. Yet the Act also mandated land
grant universities to share their knowledge with non-students (hence the
“Extension” part of the title).

Once the US openly joined the war, Congress worked to ensure that
Americans at home and abroad had sufficient resources and thus Congress
adopted the Fuel and Food Control Act in 1917. The Fuel Administration
controlled the production, distribution, and price of fuels (oil, gas, and coal,
for example) and was led by Dr. Harry A. Garfield –son of and witness to
the assassination of President James B. Garfield in 1881. Like many of the
men whom Wilson surrounded himself, Garfield was an academic serving
as a professor at Princeton (when Wilson presided as the college’s
president) and as the president of Williams College in Massachusetts.

Although Garfield was a Republican, Wilson and Garfield were connected
as academics as well as Progressive thinkers who believed in the
transformative nature of the human spirit. According to Garfield, academia
was the place were “cultivated men, earnest and seeking by all ways to
advance the cause of civilization.” And thus, as Wilson’s Secretary of War
Newton Baker said, “The President had unlimited confidence in Garfield.”
Unlike Garfield’s colleagues on Wilson’s Cabinet and heading various war
time organizations, Garfield did not seek absolute power within the
organization he led nor throughout American society.

At a meeting of the Academy of Political Science, Garfield offered a
justification for the Fuel Administration’s existence as well as assurances
that under his watch the Fuel Administration will not nationalize the fuel



industry. In his speech entitled “Task of the Fuel Administration,” the gap
between the fuel needs of a country at war compared to the needs of the US
in 1916 would be largely met through conservation, he argued. In an
example of the government-academic cooperation that will be a
characteristic of American society ever since World War II, Garfield turned
to scientists and mathematicians in academia to resolve some of the issues
pertaining to fuel conservation.

Using the authority of the 1917 Act, President Wilson issued Executive
Order 2679A, creating the US Food Administration. Headed by future
president Herbert Hoover, the Food Administration was tasked with
assuring the supply, distribution, and conservation of food during the war,
facilitating transportation of food, preventing monopolies and hoarding, and
maintaining governmental power over foods by using voluntary agreements
and a licensing system. In trying to get Americans to conserve what they
have and to use less of what can be grown or made, Hoover promoted
“Meatless Mondays” and “Wheatless Wednesdays.”

The Food Administration asked Americans to grow their own vegetables
(called “Victory Gardens”) and to pledge to follow the call to preserve,
consume less, and grow more in order to ensure that sufficient meat, wheat,
fats, and sugars make it to the US troops and American allies. The
Milwaukee Journal, the largest daily in Wisconsin, proclaimed that 100% of
their citizens took the pledge to eat less and preserve more. Wisconsin had
more German immigrants than any other state. Wisconsin also had an active
Socialist movement and thus it was psychologically important for the
owners of that newspaper to advertise a claim that was more than merely
improbable. The publishers of Good Housekeeping urged its readers to
support the government efforts believing that:

“its large circle of earnest, patriotic women readers will respond gladly to a
call to service at home. It is a tremendous task—this one of conservation
and elimination of waste. Every woman is urged to do her part. It can best
be done through close cooperation with the government. Enlist now and
pledge yourself to do your share.”

Finally, the War Industries Board (WIB), created in the mid-summer of
1917, was another federal agency tasked with ensuring that Americans at



home and abroad had access to acceptably priced merchandise and
equipment. The WIB was led by Bernard Baruch, a friend of Wilson’s in
academia and business. A graduate of City College of New York, Baruch
made his first million by his thirtieth birthday (1900) as a Wall Street trader
and financier. Baruch was a major financial donor as well as unpaid adviser
to the Democratic Party for most of his adult life. As part of Wilson’s “War
Cabinet,” Baruch worked closely with Hoover. While Hoover’s emphasis
was on agriculture, Baruch focused on American industry. The WIB was
ordered into a series of divisions that oversaw all aspects of war needs from
distribution of raw resources to control of prices on the finished goods to
include chemical, steel, textile, rubber, and leather goods.

Secretary of Labor, William B. Wilson, created the National War Labor
Board (NWLB) in 1918. While the WIB consisted of military personnel and
public servants, the NWLB was composed of civilians, mainly from labor
unions, industrial management, and the general public. This group was
tasked with settling labor issues, disputes, and other issues that otherwise
might negatively affect this country’s wartime production.

Wartime Diplomacy

Woodrow Wilson envisioned a quick war. A combination of coordination
among the US and its allies in food production, equipment needs, and
communications was facilitated by the various government programs and
agencies that fell under the rubric of Wilson’s War Cabinet such as the War
Industries Board, the Fuel Administration, and the Food Administration.
International “cooperation” among the Allies was evident through the
creation of the Supreme War Council. The US representative to this group
was Wilson’s Army Chief of Staff, Tasker H. Bliss. Initially, the Council
was tasked with coordinating allied military action. Ultimately, the Council
will prove to be more effective as a space where the allies discussed
diplomatic endeavors to include how to bring an end to the war, and what
should be included in the peace treaty. Wilson’s outlined his goals for how
the war will end as well as for how Europe (and the world) will be rebuilt in
a speech he gave on January 8 , 1918.

Those ideas came from the work of academics: a group of men that Wilson
called “The Inquiry.” Meeting in secret at the offices of the American
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Geographic Society in New York City, these scholars researched and
discussed various post-war options for Europe. The Inquiry is very much
the forerunner to today’s Think Tanks such as the Heritage Foundation and
the Pew Research Center. “We are skimming the cream of the younger and
more imaginative scholars,” declared Walter Lippmann, the 28-year-old
Harvard graduate who recruited the scholars and managed the Inquiry in its
formative phase. “What we are on the lookout for is genius—sheer, startling
genius, and nothing else will do.”

The suggestions, ideas, and conclusions of the Inquiry culminated in
fourteen particular ideas that Wilson publicly unveiled in early January of
1918 in what is called the “Fourteen Points Address.” Reminding the joint
session of Congress that the US got involved in the war not only to protect
American liberties at home but also to spread American liberties throughout
the world, Wilson envisioned a world “made fit and safe to live in; and
particularly that it be made safe for every peace-loving nation which, like
our own, wishes to live its own life, determine its own institutions, be
assured of justice and fair dealing by other peoples of the world as against
force and selfish aggression.”

Wilson called for international trade unrestricted by law or tariffs, an end to
secret treaties and military alliances, and an end to colonialism. The world
would be made safe through vigilant international cooperation. As he
described it in the final of his fourteen points, “A general association of
nations must be formed under specific covenants for the purpose of
affording mutual guarantees of political independence and territorial
integrity to great and small states alike.”

England and France (the two allies who fought the longest and sacrificed
more in both material and human lives) did not great Wilson’s ideas for a
new world order with open arms. For example, Arthur Balfour, the British
Foreign Secretary and one-time Prime Minister, seemed to be uninterested
in any sort of negotiated settlement, instead calling for Germany to provide
England and France with “unconditional restoration and reparation” of all
taken, plundered, and destroyed lands. Neither did the Belgian Prime
Minister accept Wilson’s extensive plan. Baron Charles de Broqueville
merely demanded “reparation for damages and guarantees against repetition



of the aggression.” Earlier, Wilson had called for “peace without victory”
which meant that the Allies did not need to crush Germany. The Inquiry and
Wilson might have underestimated the Allies’ desire to punish Germany
and so Wilson was out of step with his European counterparts regarding
diplomatic goals.

The Peace to End All Peace

Russia had quit the war prematurely and had thus signed its own peace
treaty with Germany. Known as Brest-Litovsk, Russia essentially ceded
lands (such as the Ukraine, the Baltic states, Finland, the Caucasus
Mountains and Poland) to Germany in exchange for the removal of German
troops from Russian soil. However, six days before the Armistice, German
officials repudiated the March 3 , 1918 treaty.

With communists in charge of Russia, only England, France, Italy, and the
US met to decide the fate of the Central Powers. Even though the Cold War
would not begin for decades, the seeds of that twentieth-century conflict
were planted at Versailles. Although the western powers wished to crush
Germany, they could not leave Germany in such a state as to allow the
Russian Revolution to spread west. For example, Germany was forced to
give back some of Russia’s losses as a result of Brest-Litovsk and the
League of Nations in turn created the Baltic states of Latvia, Lithuania, and
Estonia (important speed bumps in the mind of Soviet leaders to slow down
the next German invasion) however American, British, and other Allies
kept troops in Germany through the mid 1920s thus ensuring that the
Communist army and its agents would not be able to move into the beaten,
battered, and considerably smaller Germany.

Versailles will also acknowledge the German repudiation of Brest-Litovsk,
but also does nothing to directly help Russia adjudicate, mediate, or
guarantee any economic reimbursement from Germany, except to state that
“[t]he Allied and Associated Powers formally reserve the rights of Russia to
obtain from Germany restitution and reparation based on the principles of
the present Treaty” (Part III, Section XIV, Article 116). In other words,
Russia is on its own to negotiate with Germany.
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Wilson took nearly all of the members of the Inquiry, plus his closest friend
and unofficial adviser, Col. Edmund House to France. Wilson also ignored
leading Democratic and Republic senators and thus no one should be
shocked to find out that the US Senate will never pass the treaty Wilson
helped create in Versailles. The Republicans controlled the Senate, yet
Wilson refused to consider adding the Senate’s Foreign Relations
Committee chairman, Henry Cabot Lodge, to the American group that went
to France.

Wilson’s second problem in Versailles was the Allies. France and England
had no interest in discussing, analyzing or negotiating anything: they sought
to carve up Germany and its colonies like a group of hunters carving up a
bear after a successful hunt. With the massive destruction to property and
lives in England and France, the allies were not willing to embrace Wilson’s
“peace without victory” philosophy. The Allies blamed Germany for
starting the war and for all damage and deaths during the war. Parts of
Germany will be carved away and given to France, such as the coal-rich
eastern parts of Germany (the Saar Valley). Germany will lose all of their
colonies and Germany itself (or what’s left of Germany) will be an
occupied nation until 1926 –the year that Germany is allowed membership
into the League of Nations.

Wilson’s final problem in Versailles was his health. He had become
physically exhausted in large measure because he decided to lead the US
delegation. Some speculate that Wilson even suffered up to three strokes
before he was elected president in 1912. Nonetheless, Wilson was
determined to see his vision for a world “safe for democracy” come true
and thus Wilson told a reporter who inquired into the president’s health, “I
do not want to do anything foolhardy, but the League of Nations is now in
its crisis, and if it fails, I hate to think what will happen to the world ... I
cannot put my personal safety, my health, in the balance against my duty --
I must go.” Wilson embarked on a cross-country speaking tour as he
attempted to whip up support for the Treaty in general and the League of
Nations in particular. Wilson suffered a massive stroke in the early fall of
1919. He would not be seen in public for six months.



The Treaty of Versailles was a disaster and set the stage for World War II.
Some historians look at the 1920s not as a period between world wars but
rather as a lull in one great war that began in August of 1914 with a series
of war declarations and ended in August of 1945 with the dropping of Fat
Man and Little Boy on Japan.

Treaty Fight at Home

President Wilson’s decision to personally lead the US delegation to
Versailles while also refusing to even keep senatorial leaders of his own
party aware of the negotiations resulted in a contest back at home regarding
foreign policy. While a fight between the Executive and Legislative
branches of the federal government regarding foreign policy was not new,
such a fight was also very rare. Nonetheless, ever since the Spanish-
American War, culminating with the passage of the War Powers Act of
1973, US presidents and senators have been arguing over which branch of
the federal government ultimately controls US foreign policy.

The treaty to end the war and to bring to a conclusion all of the issues and
problems (as the victors of the war saw those issues and problems) was
signed by all parties on June 28 , 1919. Known as the Treaty of Versailles,
the treaty is divided into sixteen sections, containing a total of 440 articles.
France gained control of some of Germany’s more productive coal fields,
England seized German colonies in Africa and in Asia; France and England
claimed the frontier of the Ottoman Empire in the Middle East to include
Palestine and Syria, and Germany was forced to disarm. The Treaty also
demanded Germany to pay for all costs of the war, and approximately two
thousand German politicians and military officers will be tried on a variety
of crimes, mainly due to submarine warfare as the Allies viewed that as less
military and more criminal in nature.

The US Senate had a difficult time getting past the first section of the
Treaty, entitled “The Covenant of the League of Nations.” The tenth article
of this section describes the collective nature of the League in so much that
an attack against any one member will be considered an attack against all
members and thus “[t]he Members of the League undertake to respect and
preserve as against external aggression the territorial integrity and existing
political independence of all Members of the League.” The common
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understanding of this clause was that if any member nation is attacked from
a foreign power, then all member nations will mobilize their armed forces to
aid in the defense of the attacked member state. Of course the underlying
belief is that no country would dare attack any member of the League
because such an attack would result in the full force of all member armed
forces against the aggressor.

The Senate found Article 10 of the Covenant of the League of Nations to be
exceptionally troubling because as they understood it, the US –as a member
of the League – would be obligated to enter into every war that involves a
foreign attack against any member nation. In other words, the US Senate’s
authority under Article I, Section VIII of the US Constitution to declare war
would be trumped by any tyrant, king, or madman who invaded a member
state. Furthermore, in accordance with Article 16, if any member of the
League attacked any other member, then all members were required to
immediately end all trade and financial relations. The US went to war, in
part, over the idea of neutral rights however if the US joined the League,
the trade policy of the US could be determined not by the leaders of this
country, but by the treaty requirements of the League of Nations.

Thirty-nine Senators openly rejected this attack on their Constitutional
authority in a letter to include the Senator from Massachusetts, a leading
Republican politician, and chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee, Henry Cabot Lodge. Lodge did not reject the whole treaty, he
just held reservations on Article 10 and thus Lodge was known as a
“Reservationist.” Democrats such as William Jennings Bryan supported this
position.

The Republican William Borah served the people of Idaho in the US Senate
from 1907 until his death in 1940. Known as the “Irreconcilables” senators
such as Borah rejected the League, in any form, because of the old
Washingtonian-Jeffersonian concern over entangling alliances. Borah spoke
for two hours against the Treaty of Versailles in what one colleague called
“one of the Senate’s oratorical masterpieces.” He began his attacks against
supporting colonialism by reminding the audience of President-elect
Abraham Lincoln’s advice to a friend of his in Washington, DC regarding



discussions with Confederates on the issues of war: “Entertain no
compromise; have none of it.”

Before the Allies completed their work in Versailles, the US had entered its
second year of fighting in Russia. Russia prematurely quit the allied cause
in large measure because the czar lost control of his country as a result of a
revolution. By 1918 it was clear that communists had taken control of
Russia and thus in 1918, the United States (along with Great Britain and
other western nations) invaded Russia. By Labor Day, 1918, American
troops took control of the Russian port town Vladivostok. Under the
command of General William Graves, nearly 8,000 American troops
protected the local railroad and supported Czech troops also fighting against
the Russian communists. About 4,000 US troops fought under British
command directly against communist forces in what was known as the
Polar Bear Expedition. The United States actively participated in the
Russian civil war until 1920.

One year and one week after the Guns of August fell silent, the US Senate
voted to reject the Treaty of Versailles, US troops occupied and fought in
various parts of Russia, President Wilson was recovering from his latest
stroke, Americans were dying from a new illness (see below), and elements
of the US Army were stationed throughout the country, such as on street
corners in Omaha, Nebraska. The Treaty fight just might have been the least
important thing on the minds of Americans.

Wartime Amendments

The Great War will indeed play a role in the adoption of two changes to the
US Constitution. Although both changes had been looming on the cultural-
political horizon since long before the Civil War, people and events during
the Great War will propel this nation’s leaders to try two kinds of changes.
One will be temporary and the other will be permanent.

The push to end the availability of alcohol in the United States picked up
steam in the years leading up to the US entry into World War I. As more
and more states tried to codify the making, selling, and consumption of
alcohol, some wondered if states had the power to do so and thus in 1913
Congress passed the Webb-Kenyon Act to help states enforce their



prohibition laws in light of a Supreme Court decision that struck down dry
states’ attempts to prohibit the importation of alcohol. In 1917, the Supreme
Court ruled that no one had “a right” to alcohol, thus aligning the Judicial
Branch with the Legislative Branch.

By New Years Day, 1916, eighteen states had gone “dry.” Leading the anti-
prohibition charge was August Busch, president of Anheuser-Busch
Brewing Association. Busch wanted to make it a crime to drink to excess,
and pledged to work aggressively with the federal and state governments to
address the issues of the day. He even announced that his company was
developing a nearly alcohol free beer (less than one-quarter of one percent
of alcohol) and was spending $3,00,000 to build a new plant in St. Louis
specifically to make and distribute this new product.

Shortly after the US officially entered the war but seven months before
Congress passed the Eighteenth Amendment, Dr. Irving Fischer (professor
of Public Economy at Yale and adviser to Woodrow Wilson) called for
either the immediate end of the war or the immediate acceptance of
prohibition. The world needed bread, the member of the Council of
National Defense reported. He said the US was on the verge of a “food
crisis” and taking into consideration all of the food stuffs, energy, and
manpower used to make alcohol, the US could instead produce 11,000,000
one-pound loaves of bread daily. “We shall be wise to adopt [Prohibition]
before we have food riots on our hands” and he curbed his argument with
patriotism: “The nation demands that [anti-prohibitionists] put love of
country above love of whisky.”

One month before Congress adopted the Eighteenth Amendment and sent it
off to the states for ratification, the Anti-Saloon League reported that
making, selling, and consuming alcohol only aided the German war effort
and questioned the loyalty of Americans of German descent. According to
Wayne Wheeler, counsel for the League, trafficking in alcohol was how
anti-American groups finance their “promotion of German ideals and
German Kultur.” “We cannot serve two masters,” he said. “America must
come first if we are loyal.” Thus, alcohol becomes a symbol of your
allegiance during the war. One hundred and forty-four years earlier,
England slapped a tax on tea and thus tea became a symbol of your



allegiance. Those who consumed the taxed good supported England, while
those who switched to coffee (an untaxed beverage) were considered loyal
to the cause of the American colonists.

Once Congress passed the Eighteenth Amendment and sent it off to the
states for ratification, the American Medical Association announced their
support of Prohibition, likening alcohol to slavery and arguing that the
future for the US if it continues to drink can be seen in Germany and likens
that country “to a man suffering from the final stages of ‘a horrible disease,
leading to insanity, with delusions of grandeur and magnificence.” Medical,
social, and religious groups lined up in support of the Eighteenth
Amendment.

In early January of 1919, Nebraska ratified the Eighteenth Amendment
making it part of the Constitution. A small news item in the New York Times
noted the passing of this nation’s oldest brewery, established in 1844. “The
Pabst Brewing Company . . . passed out of existence today.” Near beer, or
nearly alcohol-free beer, was produced and distributed in an early attempt to
keep the brewery industry afloat. The report concluded, “Milwaukee does
not take kindly to near beer.” Neither did the rest of this country.

Wars and national emergencies tend to change this country –sometimes for
the better and sometimes not. The adoption of Prohibition is a good
example of the former, while the passage of universal suffrage is a good
example of the former. If all you knew about the passage of the Nineteenth
Amendment was from watching the 1976 ABC Schoolhouse Rock episode
entitled “Sufferin’ Till Suffrage,” you would think that a bunch of happy,
upbeat, women sporting red bell-bottom jeans, white boots, and blue t-shirts
with a lone white star (note the obvious flag theme) pranced into election
booths simply by singing: “Oh we were sufferin', Until suffrage, Not a
woman here could vote, No matter what age. Then the 19th Amendment
struck down that restrictive rule.”

American women (and some men) had been trying to, and over time
achieved varying degrees of voting rights for women. Generally speaking,
women gained the right to vote in school board elections first, then
municipal elections, and sometimes even in state or territory-wide
campaigns. Of course, sometimes the Supreme Court removed women’s



right to vote, such as in 1887 when the Court struck down an 1883 vote in
the territory of Washington that granted full suffrage to women. By the
Great War, women in Utah, Colorado, Washington, California, Alaska,
Oregon, Arizona, Kansas, Nevada, and Montana have the same political
rights as men while women in Illinois are allowed to vote only in
presidential elections and white women could vote in primary elections in
Arkansas. Five Midwestern states grant full suffrage to women in 1917
while Rhode Island endorsed partial voting rights. New York became the
first eastern state to provide its female citizens with the same electoral
rights as their male citizens. Yet, President Wilson was unable or unwilling
to ride the wave of woman suffrage (not the singular, monolithic use of the
noun) as they called it.

Counter to the popular belief that American suffrage suffragists called off
their suffrage work in order to fully support the war efforts not unlike their
British counterparts, the National American Woman Suffrage Association
(NAWSA) affirmed their mission in 1917. Carrie Chapman Catt called a
meeting of the Executive Council days after Secretary of State Robert
Lansing announced that US was breaking diplomatic relations with
Germany. The reason for the meeting was to decide is the NAWSA would
follow in the footsteps of British suffragettes or if American suffrage
supporters will continue to work in support of universal suffrage. The
seventy-six members in attendance votes overwhelmingly (63 to 13) to
continue to work for universal suffrage while also supporting the federal
government if indeed the US went to war against Germany.

Many women did not support Catt’s twin goals, such as pacifists who
believed that Catt was selling out the peaceful message inherent to women
in order to further the goals of the NAWSA. Others believed that Catt and
the NAWSA had not gone far enough, such as Alice Paul.

Alice Paul’s ideas on how to achieve the right to vote diverged from
national leaders of the NAWSA such as Catt and Dr. Anna Howard Shaw or
regional leaders such as Emma Smith Devoe. Catt, Shaw, DeVoe, and
others asked for the right to vote. They were non-partisan. They used
“womanly” tactics such as deferring, being demure, and dressing in the
latest fashions. The womanly tactics served DeVoe well when she



successfully facilitated full suffrage for women of Washington. Paul, on the
other hand, demanded the right to vote, blamed those in power (the
Democrats during the war) for preventing women to realize the right to
vote, and embraced what were considered “militant” tactics. Paul’s
militancy included loud protests, interrupting speeches of politicians,
unfurling banners questioning political leaders’ judgments, chaining her to
fences, allowing her to be arrested, and going on a hunger strike.

Paul even created and co-led (with Lucy Burns) her own suffrage
organization called the National Woman’s Party (NWP). Her target was
Wilson and to a lesser extent Catt. “We want to convict Wilson of evading
us,” Paul wrote to Burns and Paul questioned Catt’s nonpartisanship. Paul
also laid the blame of a lack of equal political rights at the feet of the
Democrats in general and thus against Wilson in particular. Paul’s first
attempt to win the right to vote was under the banner of the Congressional
Union (CU). The CU believed the best way to obtain the right to vote was
through a Constitutional Amendment. Three years later, Catt announced her
“Winning Strategy” which included support of a Constitutional amendment.

The suffrage bill was not moving through the Legislative Branch as quickly
as Paul had wished and thus to bring attention to this fact she led a small
march/protest of a few dozen members of the NWP. The event took place at
Lafayette Square, directly across from the White House on August 13,
1918. This was not the first time that the NWP marched in front of the
White House nor was it the first time that the women were attacked by
police. Earlier, plainclothes policemen (reportedly members of the Secret
Service) broke up a NWP demonstration in front of the Russian embassy
and tore up their banners and posters, some of which called into question
Wilson’s support for democracy by referring to him as “Kaiser Wilson.”
Paul and many others will be arrested.

Paul and other NWP members will be repeatedly arrested as the war waged
on, and at the August 1918 protest, police were so violent that they broke
fingers and wrists on some of the women. Thirty-eight were arrested. They
were booked and released, then they went back to Lafayette Square and
resumed their protest, thus they were arrested again. “We will continue to
protest as long as our disenfranchisement exists,” proclaimed Paul.



“Oppression and abuse at the hands of the law merely emphasized the great
need of women for political power.” Refusing to eat, forced to sleep on
concrete floors, urinate and defecate in communal pots, housed along side
black women, and jailed along side prostitutes carrying syphilis, many of
these middle class white reformers were shocked, as too as the American
public who were served story after story in New York and Washington area
newspapers.

Paul would be arrested in October and sentenced to seven months in jail.
She would even be sent to a psychiatric hospital to determine if her actions
were the result of some mental or organic disorder. Although she would be
found sane, in November another group of NWP protestors joined Paul in
prison. The sadistic superintendent, Alexander Whitaker, had the women
thrown down stairs, threatened with sexual abuse, and had the women
moved from cell to cell by being dragged by their hair. Dorothy Day was
beaten by a group of guards. Alice Consu, who suffered a concussion by the
hands of the guards, spent her first night in prison vomiting. The next Paul
et al began a hunger strike. The superintendent responded by having the
women tied down and forced fed by inserting tubes down their throats. Paul
referred to these tactics as “administrative terrorism.” Letters and telegrams
poured into the offices of Congressmen, Senators, and of course the Oval
Office. Newspapers carried daily stories and Alice Paul’s sister, Helen,
freely gave interviews in which she questions Wilson’s patriotism and
humanity. After weeks of constant pressure, Wilson pardoned all the
women and ordered their immediate release. Wilson was still unprepared to
support suffrage however. His December message to Congress omitted any
reference to the issue, later claiming that his messages to Congress were
focused on war matters, not social matters. Yet shortly after the state of
New York voted in support of suffrage, Wilson began pressuring members
of Congress to vote in support of the federal amendment. The vote could
not have been any closer: 274 to 136, the precise number of votes required
to continue the process. Wilson, meanwhile, refused to publicly support the
passage of the Nineteenth Amendment until the fall of 1918 when he
connected suffrage at home with his desire to make the world safe for
democracy as evidenced in his Fourteen Points Address of January 1918.
“If we reject measures like this,” Wilson said of woman suffrage, the world
will no longer believe in the civilizing mission of the United States.



However, Wilson ultimately couched his support for granting women equal
political status as a reward for their war work.

Wrath of God – Black Scare, Red Scare, Influenza

With the fighting in Europe and over the League of Nations behind them,
Americans went back to old fashion fighting: against other races and
against foreign ideas. As the African-Americans who served this nation
during the Great War returned home, some believed that they would be
treated as equal members of American society now that they finally proved
their worth on the battle field. Others returned home and demanded that the
US treat them as equal citizens after experiencing no racism from their
French hosts. Simultaneously, white troops returning home noticed the
increase in blacks among what were predominately white northern cities
such as New York, Detroit, Cleveland, and Chicago. The unemployment
rate rose, many black factory workers did not want to give up their new jobs
and many white military veterans demanded that blacks be fired in order to
give the whites their jobs back.

Armed black and white men attacked each other. Throughout the country
massive race riots exploded in the summer of 1919. In Chicago white gangs
attacked black neighborhoods. The National Guard eventually ended the
attacks and counter attacks that resulted in the death of at least 38 people,
nearly 500 wounded, and the destruction of hundreds of homes and
businesses. A similar even unfolded in the nation’s capital, resulting in
nearly 200 casualties.

What made the riots in Washington, DC particularly disturbing was that
many white US military personal, freshly back from defending the liberty
of England and France, turned against their own countrymen, women, and
children. A few years later, whites in Tulsa attempted to remove all blacks
from their town. The NAACP investigated the incident and reported that the
prime reason why whites attacked blacks was because of the fear of
“radicalism” among black residents. When questioned closely, the NAACP
discovered that by “radical” white citizens of Tulsa meant that black
citizens were refusing to follow the Jim Crow era codification of racism and
“were asking that the Federal constitutional guaranties of “‘life, liberty, and
the pursuit of happiness’ be given regardless of color.”



Although race riots will decline as the 1920s ramble on, lynchings will
increase to include lynchings of blacks in northern towns such in Duluth,
Minnesota when three black men will be lynched on suspicion of rape:
Elias Clayton, Elmer Jackson, and Isaac McGhie. Ray Stannard Baker, a
reporter, author, biographer of Wilson as well as Wilson’s press secretary at
the Versailles peace conference and once said that “Every argument on
lynching in the South gets back sooner or later to the question of rape.”
Even outside of the South, whites justified rape on the suspected grounds
that the lynched person had raped or tried to rape and that the victim was a
white woman.

Walter White, a writer and the Executive Secretary of the NAACP
published an article in The Crisis in which he outlined the reasons for these
race riots, to include the attitudes of African-American veterans:

These men, with their new outlook on life, injected the same spirit of
independence into their companions, a thing that is true of many other
sections of America. One of the greatest surprises to many of those who
came down to “clean out the niggers” is that these same “niggers” fought
back. Colored men saw their own kind being killed, heard of many more
and believed that their lives and liberty were at stake. In such a spirit most
of the fighting was done.

Racial tension, violence, and death during the “Black Scare” of the 1920s
are but precursors to the racial tension, violence, and death that will
characterize the civil rights movement following World War II and
culminating with forced bussing of the 1970s.

Simultaneously, Americans attacked (real and imagined) Socialists,
Communists, and those who sympathized with Socialists or Communists.
Sometimes those attacked fought back. Unions, union activists, and eastern
Europeans in general (especially Poles and Germans) had been intimately
linked with Socialism and Communism ever since the Haymarket Square
incident in 1886. Unions had typically been viewed in this country as un-
American because of the collective nature of unionism seemed to counter
the individualistic nature of the United States.



In February of 1919, labor leaders throughout Seattle worked together to
hold a city-wide strike. This “general strike,” as they called it, was in
protest to a lack of raises. Part of the WIB’s role during the war was to work
with labor organizations to keep the salaries low in order for businesses to
make more war-related stuff. Workers were told they were being patriotic
by participating in these war time wage controls. Many workers believed,
and some were even led to believe, that once the war was over then wages
would naturally rise.

Shipyard workers were refused a pay raise in 1919 and thus the Metal
Trades Council union alliance declared a strike and closed the yards. Most
of the city’s unions voted to strike in support of the shipyard workers.
Seattle shut down as more and more businesses were unable to operate (a
port town relies heavily on the use of its ports). By February 11 , the strike
had ended as a result of pressure labor leaders felt from the stationing of
thousands of federal troops, state police, and armed volunteers throughout
the city. Most workers had returned to their jobs (expect those from the
shipyards who originated the strike) yet local police decided to use the
general strike as a justification for attacking a pro-communist union, the
International Workers of the World as well as the headquarters of the
Socialist Party in Seattle. The strike was a failure for the unions because
neither public opinion, nor local media, politicians, even the leaders of the
University of Washington supported their tactics of trying to shut down the
city. Although the general strike in Seattle ended without almost no
violence, a “Red Scare” swept across the United States.

Strikes happened in nearly every major city and local politicians reacted
with the use of violence. The American Legion, an organization founded by
military veterans in 1919, reported that it had evidence that communists
were to lead a revolution following May Day parades (the first of May was
a European day of celebrating workers although in the US anarchists,
socialists, and communists used “May Day” to remember the Haymarket
Square incident).

“Reds Planning to Overthrow U.S. on May Day” American newspapers
warned in April on 1919. Package bombs addressed to prominent
Americans were discovered in various US post offices and Boston
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newspapers informed the public of a “Bolshevik plot” to over throw this
country under the banner headline “REDS PLAN MAY DAY MURDERS”.

The federal government responded to this (real or imagined) fear of a
communist takeover by expelling suspected “alien radicals” such as
Alexander Berkman, Emma Goldman, and more than 500 others. Many
states, such as California, adopted loyalty oaths in which you had to pledge
to protect the state and the federal government if you wished to secure
certain state jobs. Many of those arrested were denied bail, denied trial by
jury, and in some cases there was no evidence against them except the word
of the arresting authority. In reaction to this attack on Americans’ civil
rights (especially the First, Fifth, and Fourteenth amendments), progressive
reformers such as Helen Gurley Flynn helped create the American Civil
Liberties Union.

In June of 1919, several bombs went off nearly at the same time throughout
the Northeast and in Washington, DC. One in particular was set off in a
carriage parked outside the home of the US Attorney General, A. Mitchell
Palmer. At this time President Wilson was still recovering from his latest
stroke and thus Palmer, working on his own, created a new national
intelligence unit called the General Intelligence Division (GID) and hired a
young attorney named Herbert Hoover to lead the GID. During the summer
and fall of 1919, and using the broad powers of the Alien and Espionage
Acts, Palmer ordered a series of attacks against suspected internal enemies.
Known as the “Palmer Raids,” thousands of suspected radicals were
arrested and held without bail.

One possible reaction to these raids was a massive bombing of Wall Street.
On September 16 , 1920, a horse-drawn carriage parked near the entrance
of the J.P. Morgan bank. Nearly forty people were killed and 400 were
injured. "The horrible slaughter and maiming of men and women," wrote
the New York Call, “was a calamity that almost stills the beating of the heart
of the people.” “There was no objective except general terrorism,” wrote
the St. Louis Post-Dispatch. “The bomb was not directed against any
particular person or property. It was directed against a public, anyone who
happened to be near or any property in the neighborhood.” The Washington
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Post labeled it an “act of war.” This 1920 attack will be the worst act of
terrorism witnessed in New York for another 81 years.

Even elected officials were not safe during this “Red Scare.” Sam DeWitt
was elected to the New York state assembly was expelled because he was a
Socialist. The voters of Wisconsin elected Victor Berger to represent them
in Washington, DC on the Socialist ticket. Berger was refused admittance
into Congress and he was expelled from the national capital. The
Washington Post applauded the Senate’s decision calling it an “impressive
demonstration of Americanism.” Berger will be re-elected but will still be
barred from taking his seat Washington, DC.

The political fear of the “Red Scare” following World War II is but a small
example of the aligning of the political universe following World War II
when the bipolar world of the Cold War will be the driving characteristic of
the second half of the twentieth century.

Soldiers returning from western Europe will bring back stories, medals,
souvenirs, and influenza, which Americans will call the Spanish Flu in large
measure because Spain will be the place where most Americans soldiers
were kept before retuning to the US. The disease inflected approximately
28% of the US population. Worldwide deaths averaged 30 million people,
or, ten times as many people died from the 1918 influenza pandemic (which
probably was born in the trenches and incubated in the overcrowded port
towns of Spain while troops waited for ships to take them back home) than
from fighting in the trenches during the Great War. 1918 saw the end of the
Great War and before the first anniversary of the Armistice, 675,000
Americans will die from influenza.

Conclusion

The “War to End all War”, the “War to Make the World Safe for
Democracy”, the “Great War”, and eventually “World War I” were all
phrases used to describe the hostilities that erupted throughout Europe and
the Middle East between 1914 and 1918. When the war came to an end
millions of people were dead, Germany was an occupied nation, American
troops were still fighting in Russia and National Guardsmen had been
deployed around this country in wake of the racial and political violence.



Americans rejected being a player on the international stage, influenza
ravaged the world, and American literature and art seemed to reflect this era
of death and misery.

The Versailles meeting among American, Italian, French, and British
leaders certainly did not settle any of the big questions that Wilson posed in
his January 1918 address. Most of the colonial holdings of the Ottoman
Empire, Austria, and Germany were redistributed among Great Britain,
France, and Italy. One group of people known as the Kurds desperately
clung to Wilson’s idea on “self determination.” They tried to carve a
country for themselves out of the remnants of the Ottoman Empire and the
Persian Empire. They called their country Kurdistan and the League of
Nations turned to the United States to tutor the country’s political,
economic, and social leaders. The US refused and Kurdistan was consumed
among Turkey, Iran, Iraq, and Syria, not unlike how the world was
consumed by the flu. Since the Great War, the Kurds have been but the
fuzzy, yellow tennis ball being smacked around in a game in geo-political
mixed doubles among the governments of Turkey, Iran, Iraq, and Syria. We
are still dealing with the Kurdish question today.

Palestine was a backwater province of the Ottoman Empire yet Palestinians
sought independence and they were not willing to change one master
(Istanbul) for another (England). A young Arab military leader named
Faisal traveled to Versailles in the hopes of being able to convince the
Allies to allow Palestine to become an independent country. The allies
refused, Palestine was taken by England. We are still dealing with the
question of Palestine today both in terms of billions of US dollars each year,
the cost of the Israeli occupation, and in the loss of lives.

A young Vietnam nationalist leader named Ho Chi Minh traveled to
Versailles in the hopes of meeting with President Wilson. Minh wanted the
help of the US to transform his country from a colonial holding of France
into an independent nation based on the political and economic example of
the United States. Wilson refused to help and ultimately over one million
American troops will be sent to fight against Ho Chi Minh’s forces resulting
in the over 60,000 American deaths and nearly 400,000 wounded
Americans.



Right around the corner is the “Roaring ‘20s”. Just how can such a
depressed and dejected nation seemingly bounce back into a decade of
dancing, music, and never-ending celebration? They don’t. Just like the War
to End all War failed in its titular objective, the Roaring 20s were certainly
not roaring for those in the center of the decade-long social, political, and
economic hurricane as you will see.
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